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Abstract Star formation is a complex multi-scale phenomenon that is of significant importance for astrophysics in general. Stars and star formation are
key pillars in observational astronomy from local star forming regions in the
Milky Way up to high-redshift galaxies. From a theoretical perspective, star
formation and feedback processes (radiation, winds, and supernovae) play a
pivotal role in advancing our understanding of the physical processes at work,
both individually and of their interactions. In this review we will give an
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overview of the main processes that are important for the understanding of
star formation. We start with an observationally motivated view on star formation from a global perspective and outline the general paradigm of the life-cycle
of molecular clouds, in which star formation is the key process to close the cycle. After that we focus on the thermal and chemical aspects in star forming
regions, discuss turbulence and magnetic fields as well as gravitational forces.
Finally, we review the most important stellar feedback mechanisms.
Keywords star formation · basic processes · global star formation laws ·
stellar feedback

1 Introduction
In this section we provide a general overview of the star formation process
on global scales as well as the current paradigm of the life cycle of molecular
clouds, in which the formation of stars marks the turning point between the
cooling of gas, the condensation and finally the collapse on the one hand and
the feedback processes on the other hand, in which the stars influence their
environment and reheat the gas to complete the cycle. There are large variety
of physical processes involved star formation, which interact in a complicated
and highly non-linear manner and on very different spatial and dynamical
scales. Nonetheless, the global process of star formation in galaxies seems to
follow rather simple relations, which points towards a self-regulated rather
than an unstable or chaotic process.

1.1 Star formation in galaxies
Star formation takes place in molecular clouds (Kennicutt and Evans, 2012).
As a result, galaxies exhibit a tight
R ∞relation between the star formation rate
(SFR) surface density, ΣSFR =≡ −∞ ρSFR (z)dz (typically expressed in units
R∞
of M yr−1 kpc−2 ), and the (molecular) gas surface density, Σ ≡ −∞ ρgas (z)dz
(typically expressed in units of M pc−2 ) (Schmidt, 1959; Kennicutt, 1989,
1998), where z is the coordinate perpendicular to the galactic disc. In a
spatially-resolved sense, this ‘star formation’ relation persists down to scales
of ∼ 500 pc (Bigiel et al., 2008; Kennicutt et al., 2007; Leroy et al., 2013),
below which the stochasticity introduced by the time evolution of individual
molecular clouds and star-forming regions causes the relation to break down
(Schruba et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Feldmann et al., 2011; Kruijssen and
Longmore, 2014). The star formation relation follows a power law ΣSFR ∝ Σ N
with N = 1.0−1.5 and a normalisation implying a molecular ‘gas depletion
time’ (i.e. the time required to turn the entire gas reservoir into stars at the
current SFR) of tdep ≡ Σ/ΣSFR ∼ 2 Gyr. Efforts to physically interpret this
relation have focused on two main questions.
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1. Which physical processes set the slope of the star formation relation? A
power close to N = 1.5 suggests that the free-fall time (related to the gas
volume density as tff ∝ ρ−1/2 ) is important, assuming a constant scale
height gas disc so that Σ ∝ ρ. In turn, this leaves the question whether
the slope of the relation is exclusively set by free-fall collapse or whether it
is affected by the balance between gas heating and cooling or the balance
between energy dissipation and injection by feedback.
2. Why is the molecular gas depletion time a factor of ∼ 100 longer than
the dynamical time of molecular clouds (i.e. the turbulent crossing time or
gravitational free-fall time). Does this mean that star formation in clouds
takes place over many dynamical times at a high integrated star formation
efficiency (i.e. the integrated fraction of gas that turns into stars) or that
it takes place over a single dynamical time and achieves only a low star
formation efficiency? Because the normalisation of the star formation relation reflects the gas depletion time, the answer to this question will also
explain the proportionality constant of the star formation relation.
While both questions are related, as are the physical mechanisms setting the
star formation relation slope and normalisation, there are different ways of
addressing them.
The idea that the slope of the star formation relation is set by free-fall
collapse goes back decades (e.g. Madore, 1977; Krumholz et al., 2005). This
interpretation has been complicated by the suggestion that the slope may vary
as a function of spatial scale, going from clouds (N & 2, e.g. Gutermuth et al.,
2011; Lada et al., 2013) to galaxies (N = 1−1.5, e.g. Kennicutt and Evans,
2012). The cloud-scale and galactic-scale star formation relations are not necessarily expected to be compatible, because cloud-scale relations select a single
snapshot in the evolutionary timeline of molecular cloud evolution and star
formation (Kruijssen et al., 2018). An additional complication is that the slope
varies across the range of surface densities probed, with a steeper slope (N ∼ 2)
at low (Σ . 10 M pc−2 ) and high (Σ & 200 M pc−2 ) gas surface densities
(e.g. Bigiel et al., 2008; Daddi et al., 2010; Genzel et al., 2010; Kennicutt and
Evans, 2012), It was suggested by Krumholz et al. (2012, also see Bacchini
et al. 2019) that the different incarnations of the star formation relation may
be united by normalising the gas surface density to the appropriate version
of the free-fall time. Specifically, if molecular clouds exhibit a large density
contrast relative to the galactic midplane and thus exist in relative isolation,
which happens mostly at low gas pressures, then their evolution takes place
in a local free-fall time, which is much shorter than the average midplane gas
free-fall time. If molecular clouds have densities similar to that of the average
midplane gas, their evolution is affected by galactic dynamics and the relevant
free-fall time is that of the midplane (also see Jeffreson and Kruijssen, 2018).
While these considerations address the scale dependence of the star formation relation, there is an increasing body of literature that suggests that the
changing slope with surface density also has an important physical meaning.
Most prominently, these studies suggest that the balance between self-gravity
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and stellar feedback sets the slope and normalisation of the star formation
relation (e.g. Ostriker et al., 2010; Ostriker and Shetty, 2011; Hopkins et al.,
2014; Hayward and Hopkins, 2017; Krumholz et al., 2018; Orr et al., 2018) and
predict multiple physical regimes. In understanding the different regimes predicted by these models, it is important to realise that star formation is broadly
speaking an accelerating process, in which the collapse time decreases as the
gas contracts. This means that the slowest, rate-limiting step is presented by
the first bottleneck in the evolution of the interstellar medium towards star
formation. At low gas surface densities (Σ . 10 M pc−2 ) in the atomic
gas-dominated regime the rate-limiting step is the condensation of molecular
gas out of the atomic medium. Cooling competes with heating from stellar
feedback, such that equating the heating and cooling rates gives:
ΣSFR ∝ Σ 2 ,

(1)

where the first term is the heating rate (driven by massive stars and therefore
proportional to ΣSFR ), the second term is the cooling rate (driven by collisions and therefore proportional to Σ 2 ), and we have omitted an additional
dependence on metallicity (also see e.g. Schaye, 2004; Krumholz et al., 2009b,c;
Ostriker et al., 2010; Hayward and Hopkins, 2017). At higher gas surface densities, the gas becomes predominantly molecular. Because the molecular gas
in galaxies is supersonically turbulent, the rate-limiting step towards star formation becomes the turbulent energy dissipation rate. Equating this to the
momentum injection rate by stellar feedback, we obtain:
ΣSFR ∝ Σ(Σ + Σ? )
∝Σ
∝Σ

(2)
for Σ  Σ?

2

for Σ  Σ? ,

where Σ? is the stellar surface density, the first term is the momentum injection rate (driven by massive stars and therefore proportional to ΣSFR ), the
second term is the turbulent dissipation rate [in hydrostatic equilibrium, this
is set by the motion of the gas under the influence of the total potential and
is therefore proportional to Σ(Σ + Σ? )], and we have omitted an additional
dependence on the Toomre (1964) Q stability parameter (also see e.g. Ostriker
and Shetty, 2011; Faucher-Giguère et al., 2013; Kim and Ostriker, 2015; Orr
et al., 2018). The addition inside the parentheses implies two different regimes.
At intermediate gas surface densities (lower than the stellar surface density,
which in practice means 10 . Σ/M pc−2 . 100 for star-forming main sequence galaxies in the local Universe), the star formation relation is predicted
to be linear, i.e. ΣSFR ∝ Σ. At high gas surface densities (Σ & 100 M pc−2 ),
the star formation relation is predicted to become super-linear, i.e. ΣSFR ∝ Σ 2 .
These differences in slope between roughly-defined regimes of low, intermediate, and high gas surface density are in reasonable qualitative agreement with
the observed star formation relation (Kennicutt and Evans, 2012).
In the equilibrium-based models discussed above, the normalisation of the
star formation relation is set by the balance between the heating or momentum
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injection rate and the cooling or turbulence dissipation rate. In the molecular
regime, this implies that the normalisation of the star formation relation is
set by the momentum input rate per unit stellar mass, which is a single number that depends on the details of stellar evolution and the porosity of the
interstellar medium (Ostriker and Shetty, 2011; Krumholz et al., 2018). More
vigorous feedback drives the star formation relation to longer gas depletion
times, whereas weaker feedback allows a higher SFR per unit gas mass.
While the concept of energy and momentum balance can explain the overall
normalisation of the star formation relation, it does not necessarily explain
whether star formation in molecular clouds takes place over many free-fall
times (achieving high star formation efficiencies) or a single one (achieving
a low star formation efficiency). Whichever the answer, feedback plays a key
role. In the case of slow and efficient star formation, feedback would act as
a homogeneous pressure term that adiabatically resists gravitational collapse,
even within individual molecular clouds. In the case of rapid and inefficient
star formation, feedback would act as an impulsive disruptor that disperses
molecular clouds and halts the star formation process. Historically, it has been
extremely challenging to measure the timescales governing the molecular cloud
lifecycle, but the combination of new methodology (Kruijssen et al., 2018) and
high-resolution imaging of molecular gas in nearby galaxies (e.g. Sun et al.,
2018) now enables this question to be resolved. By analysing the spatial offset
between tracers of molecular gas and massive star formation (e.g. Schruba
et al., 2010; Kreckel et al., 2018; Schinnerer et al., 2019) it is possible to
quantify the underlying cloud lifecycle. Across the local galaxy population, it
is found that molecular clouds live for about a dynamical time (10–30 Myr) and
achieve low star formation efficiencies (1–10%, Kruijssen et al., 2019; Chevance
et al., 2019, also see below).
The above result implies that the star formation relation is an ensemble average of the population of molecular clouds and star-forming regions,
where each is individually subject to highly dynamical processes driving rapid
evolutionary cycling (Kruijssen et al., 2019). Star formation in galaxies thus
represents a truly multi-scale system – the cloud-scale evolution is sensitive
to the large-scale energy and momentum balance, which sets e.g. the rate of
cloud formation, yet the large-scale balance is also influenced by the rate and
efficiency of star formation and feedback on the cloud scale, which sets the
energy and momentum input rate.

1.2 The lifecycle of molecular clouds
Star formation in galaxies is a continuous process which is tightly coupled
to the life cycle of molecular clouds. Most of the volume in galaxies is filled
with hot, low density gas (Haffner et al., 2009). The mass fraction of the
low-density (∼ 10−3 − 10−2 cm−3 ) gas is small. However, due to the large
temperatures of ∼ 106 K this phase contains a significant fraction of the thermal energy (Ferrière, 2001). Collisional excitation and radiative cooling allow
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the hot phase to cool to 104 K with typical densities of approximately 1 cm−3 ,
which is the warm diffuse phase. As the cooling times in the hot phase are long
compared to the dynamical time (e.g. McKee and Ostriker, 1977; Gnat and
Ferland, 2012), cooling is assisted by turbulent compression. Neither the hot
nor the warm gas are dominated by self-gravity and are stabilized against gravitational collapse by thermal pressure, magnetic fields and turbulent motions.
We note that turbulence on the one hand creates over-densities and assist
cooling and on the other hand can support the gas by an effective turbulent
pressure (e.g. Mac Low and Klessen, 2004). The diffuse atomic gas can further
cool down to form a colder phase with temperatures of a few 10 − 100 K with
densities of & 103 cm−3 , which consists mainly of molecular rather than atomic
hydrogen (Hennebelle and Falgarone, 2012; Klessen and Glover, 2016). Molecular clouds are turbulent structures with typical spatial extents of 10 − 50 pc
and masses ranging from 102 − 106 M (Miville-Deschênes et al., 2017). We
highlight that the cold phase and, in particular, molecular clouds and clumps
are not isolated entities. Instead, they condense out of a complicated filamentary network (e.g. Arzoumanian et al., 2011). These elongated and complex
filaments are in good agreement with structures that form because of the cascade of turbulent motions (e.g. Mac Low and Klessen, 2004; Hennebelle and
Falgarone, 2012). We note that molecular clouds may have formed due to gravitational attraction in the galaxy, but are globally not bound by self-gravity
(Heyer et al., 2009; Heyer and Dame, 2015). The virial parameter
αvir =

5σ 2 R
2T
≈ v
|W |
GM

(3)

relates the kinetic (T ) to the gravitational energy (W ) of a cloud. Assuming a
homogeneous sphere this ratio can be approximated as the last term where σv
is the one-dimensional velocity dispersion, R is the radius, M is the mass, and
G the gravitational constant. Observed values of αvir for clouds in the Milky
Way span two orders of magnitude from 1 − 100 (Miville-Deschênes et al.,
2017). However, we note that there is no consensus on how important gravity
is for cloud formation and dynamical driving. As the warm and the cold phase
can coexist in pressure equilibrium (Field, 1965; McKee and Ostriker, 1977),
turbulent motions and gravity play an important role in shaping molecular
clouds.
The next step towards star formation is the gravitational instability that –
together with turbulence, rotation and magnetic fields – determines the fragmentation of gas and the resulting spatial and mass distribution of collapsing
clumps that are the sites of star and star cluster formation. Once fragmented
regions start to locally collapse due to self-gravity, the opposing forces like
thermal pressure and magnetic fields become less significant and the starforming process can be described as a gravo-turbulent process. During the
fragmentation and contraction of the molecular cloud it is also very likely that
many individual regions collapse simultaneously. As a result, cores and stars
typically form in groups, i.e. clusters and associations, (Lada and Lada, 2003;
Bressert et al., 2010; Kruijssen, 2012). However, the fraction of how many stars
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form in clusters and details of the clustering are still debated (e.g. Longmore
et al., 2014; Krumholz et al., 2019; Ward et al., 2019). The first gravitational
instability only sets the seeds of star formation. The actual masses of stars
are further influenced by accretion from the ambient reservoir. In the case of
high-mass star formation two extreme models have been proposed and found
in numerical simulations. In the competitive accretion model (Bonnell et al.,
2001) gas is funneled into the centre of the gravitational potential. Accretion
onto centrally located stars is then favoured, which allows them to grow into
the most massive stars. The opposite effect occurs in the case of fragmentation
induced starvation, where gas on its way to the centre of the cluster fragments
(Peters et al., 2010a; Girichidis et al., 2012; Kruijssen et al., 2012). The new
stars accrete in-flowing material, thereby depriving the central stars of material and halting their runaway growth. Which model is favoured depends
on the details of the accretion flow, the nature of the turbulence, the available gas in the vicinity of the local gravitational centre, the position of the
collapsing regions with respect to neighbouring condensations or the position
relative to the centre of the molecular cloud core (Girichidis et al., 2011), and,
finally, the onset of stellar activity and early (proto) stellar feedback, which
can halt accretion (Peters et al., 2010b; Geen et al., 2015). The multitude of
all of these processes eventually produces a remarkably universal distribution
of stellar masses (Kroupa, 2001; Chabrier, 2003). The stellar initial mass function can be described by a lognormal distribution around a peak at ∼ 0.2 M
and a high-mass power law with a slope of dN/dM ∝ M −2.3 (Salpeter, 1955).
However, simulations predict the mass function of the first stars in the early
universe is a notable exception, since the lack of metal coolants changes the
fragmentation behaviour and is likely to result in a more top-heavy IMF, i.e.
an overabundance in massive stars compared to the present-day IFM (Greif
et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011; Stacy and Bromm, 2013; Susa, 2013; Hirano
et al., 2014; Stacy et al., 2016).
There are several forms of stellar feedback: protostellar outflows, radiation, stellar winds, and supernovae, where the latter two processes are mainly
relevant for massive stars. The combined interaction of stellar feedback keeps
the integrated star-formation efficiency low, at a few percent, and eventually
leads to the dissolution of molecular clouds after about a dynamical time (10–
30 Myr, see e.g. Walch et al., 2012; Dale et al., 2013; Kruijssen et al., 2019;
Chevance et al., 2019). A fraction of the gas can be pushed out of the galactic
disc to form a fountain flow or even escape from the galaxy as a wind (e.g.
Hill et al., 2012; Walch et al., 2015; Girichidis et al., 2016). With mass outflow
rates that can be comparable to the star formation rate these outflows have a
strong dynamical impact on the evolution of galaxies and the redistribution of
gas in the ISM (see e.g. reviews by Veilleux et al., 2005; Somerville and Davé,
2015; Naab and Ostriker, 2017). The turbulent hot gas, which is enriched with
metals produced in the stars then forms the reservoir from which the next
cycle of molecular clouds forms. It is important to note that the cycle of gas in
the interstellar medium is not a truly periodic cycle but rather a continuous
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process, in which different regions of the interstellar medium pass through the
hot, warm and cold phases at different rates.
One important aspect of stellar feedback is that it is not only disruptive.
Instead, pressure waves, ejected material and turbulence created by feedback
can also locally trigger the onset of gravitational collapse and thereby cause
star formation by increasing the gas density and accelerating cooling, a result
known as triggered star formation.

2 Composition and thermodynamic behavior of the ISM
The interstellar medium is composed almost entirely of hydrogen and helium,
with the former accounting for around 70% of the total mass and the latter for
28%. All other elements contribute the remaining 2% (Draine, 2011). While
most of the light elements are found in the gas phase (Section 2.1), a large
fraction of the heavier elements can be locked up in dust grains, corresponding
on average to about 1% of the total mass (see §2.2). We provide an overview
of the most important chemical reactions in §2.3 and of the relevant cooling
and heating processes in §2.4 and §2.5.
The total gas mass in the Milky Way is difficult to estimate but is probably
close to 1010 M (Kalberla and Kerp, 2009). The majority of the volume of
the ISM is occupied by ionized gas, but the total mass associated with this
component is not more than around 25% of the total gas mass. The majority
of the mass is located in regions dominated by neutral atomic gas (H, He) or
molecular gas (H2 ). Much of the atomic gas and all of the molecular gas is
found in the form of dense clouds that occupy only 1–2% of the total ISM
volume (see e.g. Ferrière, 2001).

2.1 Different gas phases
The changes in the chemical make-up of the ISM also go hand in hand with
different thermal phases as discuss in more detail in Section 3. Starting with
atomic gas, often called warm neutral medium (in short WNM), the main transitions are collisional ionization, leading to the warm ionized medium (WIM)
when the temperature exceeds 104 K, or ionization due to ultraviolet photons
in the vicinity of high-mass stars, creating classical HII regions. Similarly, the
formation of the hydrogen molecule marks the build-up of molecular clouds
with densities above ∼ 100 cm−3 and temperatures below ∼ 100 K.
The simplest model of the ISM phase structure was suggested by Field et al.
(1969). If one assumes that the atomic gas in the ISM is in thermal equilibrium
and in pressure balance, then there are two thermally stable solutions for a
wide range of pressures. The cold dense phase corresponds to the cold neutral
medium (CNM) introduced earlier, and the warm, diffuse phase is the warm
neutral medium (WNM) discussed above. In the Field et al. (1969) model, gas
at intermediate temperatures is thermally unstable: depending on its density
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it will either cool and get denser until it joins the CNM, or heat and become
more tenuous until it joins the WNM. At high densities, there is considerable overlap between the physical parameters of the CNM and of molecular
clouds, which are often thought to a have an envelope of dense neutral atomic
gas. This two-phase model was extended by McKee and Ostriker (1977), who
pointed out that supernovae exploding in the ISM would create large, ionized
bubbles filled with very hot gas (T ∼ 106 K). Although this gas would eventually cool, the temperature dependence of the atomic cooling curve at high
temperatures is such that the cooling time around T ∼ 106 K is considerably
longer than the cooling time in the temperature range 104 K < T < 106 K (see
§ 2.3 below). It is also longer than the time needed for supernovae to produce
appreciable amounts of ionized material. And so, while gas at the low end of
the temperature range quickly cools to join the WIM, gas close to ∼ 106 K
remains at these temperatures, effectively forming a third phase known as the
hot ionized medium (HIM).
The Galactic distribution of molecular gas can be estimated by combining data from CO observations, which trace clouds with high concentrations
of both H2 and CO, with measurements of C+ , which trace so-called “dark
molecular gas”, i.e. clouds with high H2 fractions but little CO (see e.g. Pineda
et al., 2013). The molecular gas surface density shows a peak within the central
few hundred parsec of the Galaxy, a region known as the Central Molecular
Zone (CMZ). It then falls off sharply between 0.5 and 3 kpc, possibly owing
to the influence of the Milky Way’s central stellar bar (Morris and Serabyn,
1996), before peaking again at a Galactocentric radius of around 4–6 kpc in a
structure known as the Molecular Ring. Outside the Molecular Ring, the surface density of molecular gas declines exponentially, but it can still be traced
out to distances of at least 12–13 kpc (Heyer et al., 1998).
Observational evidence for the presence of the WIM comes from free-free
absorption of the Galactic synchrotron background (Hoyle and Ellis, 1963),
the dispersion of radio signals from pulsars (Reynolds, 1989; Gaensler et al.,
2008), and collisionally excited faint optical emission lines produced by ionized
species such as O+ and N+ (Reynolds et al., 1973; Mierkiewicz et al., 2006). Its
density is comparable to the WNM with a scale-height of the order of 1 kpc (see
e.g. Reynolds, 1989). It is thought that over 90% of the total ionized gas within
the ISM is located in the WIM (Haffner et al., 2009). We note that the ionized
gas in classical Hii regions surrounding O stars is generally not considered
to be part of the WIM. As mentioned above, the material in the WIM is
collisionally ionized, whereas the high ionization degree in classical HII regions
is due to ultraviolet photons from massive stars. We summarize the main
physical properties of the different ISM phases in Table 1. We note, however,
that the picture of a simple three-phase medium is a severe over-simplification
for many real applications. In many regions of the galaxy, these phases appear
strongly intermixed. This is due to the fact that the ISM is a highly turbulent
medium. Turbulence in the ISM is driven by a number of different physical
processes, including thermal instability (Section 3.2), supernova feedback (see
e.g. Mac Low and Klessen, 2004; Klessen and Glover, 2016), and the inflow
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of gas onto the disk (Klessen and Hennebelle, 2010; Elmegreen and Burkert,
2010). It acts to mix what would otherwise be distinct ISM phases (see e.g.
Joung et al., 2009; Seifried et al., 2011). We discuss the role that turbulence
plays in structuring the ISM in §4.
Table 1 Phases of the ISM
Component
Molecular gas
Cold neutral medium (CNM)
Warm neutral medium (WNM)
Warm ionized medium (WIM)
Hot ionized medium (HIM)

Temperature
(K)
10–20
50–100
6000–10000
∼ 8000
∼ 106

Density
(cm−3 )
> 102
20–50
0.2–0.5
0.2–0.5
∼ 10−2

Fractional
ionization
< 10−6
∼ 10−4
∼0.1
1.0
1.0

Adapted from Ferrière (2001), Caselli et al. (1998), Wolfire et al. (2003), and Jenkins
(2013).

2.2 Interstellar dust
The reddening of starlight in the ISM points towards an additional component,
responsible for absorbing light over a wide range of frequencies. There are
distinct features in the extinction curve, for example the 217.5 nm bump that
tend to be extremely broad, very different from the narrow lines and structured
bands that we expect from atoms or small molecules. Furthermore, abundance
measurements show that a number of elements, notably silicon and iron, are
strongly depleted in the gas-phase when compared to the solar value. These
are typically also the most refractory elements Draine (2011). Finally, midinfrared and far-infrared observations show widespread continuum emission,
with a spectrum close to that of a blackbody, and an intensity that correlates
well with the hydrogen column density. We conclude that besides the ionized,
atomic and molecular constituents of the ISM there is an addition component,
which we usually call dust.
We gain further insight into the nature of dust by looking at the spectral
shape of the extinction curve that it produces. To first approximation, individual dust grains absorb only those photons with wavelengths smaller than
the physical size of the grain. From the fact that we see a large amount of
absorption in the ultraviolet, somewhat less in the optical and even less at
infrared wavelengths, we can directly infer that there are many more small
dust grains than there are large ones. In addition, we often associate particular spectral features in the extinction curve with particular types of dust
grain, e.g. graphite in the case of the 217.5 nm bump (Mathis et al., 1977) and
amorphous silicates in the case of the infrared bands at 9.7 µm and 18 µm
(e.g. Draine and Lee, 1984; Draine and Li, 2007).
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This can be used to derive more quantitative constraints on the size distribution of interstellar dust grains. For example, Mathis et al. (1977) reproduced the ISM extinction curve between 0.1–1 µm with a mixture of spherical
graphite and silicate grains with a size distribution
N (a)da ∝ a−3.5 da ,

(4)

where a is the grain radius and the distribution extends over a range of radii
from amin ∼ 50 nm to amax ∼ 0.25 µm. We note however that actual grains
are not spherical, as evidenced by polarization of starlight in extinction and
of thermal emission in the submillimetre. Subsequent studies have improved
on this simple description (see e.g. Draine and Lee, 1984; Weingartner and
Draine, 2001a), but it remains a useful first approximation to the properties
of interstellar dust. Due to the steep distribution of grain sizes, see (4), all
models predict that the total mass is dominated by the contribution from
large grains, while the total surface area is dominated by the contribution
made by small grains (for a more detailed discussion, see Draine, 2011).
The total mass in dust grains is difficult to constrain, but if we combine
absorption measurements with the observed elemental depletion patterns in
the cold ISM, we find that the total mass of metals locked up in grains is
roughly the same as the total mass of metals in the gas phase. The dust
therefore accounts for around 1% of the total ISM mass. Therefore, when we
attempt to model the thermal and chemical behavior of the ISM dust can play
a role that is as important or more important than the gas-phase metals.
2.3 Chemistry of molecular cloud formation
As star formation in the local universe takes place in molecular clouds, we
focus our attention now on the chemical processes that lead to the build-up
of these clouds. We note that there are two main chemical transitions, occurring at different points in their assembly history, which we can use to identify
molecular clouds. The first and most fundamental of these is the transition
from atomic to molecular hydrogen. We define a molecular cloud as a region
where most of the hydrogen content is in the form of H2 rather than H. However, due to the symmetric structure of the H2 molecule has no electric dipole
transitions but only (forbidden) higher-order ones, and so it does not emit at
the temperatures of a few 10 K to 100 K typical of Galactic clouds. Therefore,
it is common to use a different, observationally-motivated definition, which
refers to the moment when the cloud becomes visible in CO emission. This
requires understanding the chemical transition from C+ to C to CO within
the assembling cloud, which we discuss in §2.3.2).
2.3.1 Transition from H to H2
The simplest way to form H2 in the ISM is via the radiative association of two
hydrogen atoms, i.e.
H + H → H2 + γ.
(5)
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However, the rate coefficient for this reaction is extremely small (Latter and
Black, 1991), so that very little H2 forms in this way. Ion-neutral reaction
pathways
H + e− → H− + γ,

(6)

H− + H → H2 + e − ,

(7)

H + H + → H+
2 + γ,

(8)

H+
2

(9)

and
+

+ H → H2 + H ,

are also highly inefficient. And so it is difficult to produce a H2 fractional abundances larger than fH2 ∼ 10−2 with these reactions, even in the most optimal
conditions (see e.g. Tegmark et al., 1997). Moreover, photodetachment of H−
and photodissociation of H+
2 by photons from the interstellar radiation field
render these pathways considerably less effective (Glover, 2003). Consequently,
the formation of H2 in the gas phase is extremely inefficient under typical ISM
conditions.
Formation of H2 in the Milky Way and in essentially all galaxies in the
low-redshift Universe therefore follows a very different pathway: molecular
hydrogen assembles on the surface of dust grains (Gould and Salpeter, 1963).
This is an exothermic reaction with the energy released being absorbed in part
by the dust grain and in part being converted to internal energy and kinetic
energy of the H2 molecule (see e.g. Bron et al., 2014). Association reactions
between adsorbed hydrogen atoms occur readily on grain surfaces; the rate at
which H2 forms is then limited primarily by the rate at which H atoms are
adsorbed onto the surface. For typical Milky Way conditions, the resulting H2
formation rate is approximately (Jura, 1975)
RH2 ∼ 3 × 10−17 nnH s−1 cm−3 .

(10)

Here, n is the total number density of gas particles, while nH is the number
density of atomic hydrogen, all given in units of particles per cm3 . For atomic
hydrogen gas, both quantities are identical if we neglect contributions from
helium and possibly metals. Note that nH declines as the molecular fraction
increases, while n remains the same in the absence of compression or expansion. The H2 formation timescale corresponding to the formation rate (10) is
approximately
nH
∼ 109 n−1 yr.
(11)
tform =
RH2
We point out that at low density this timescale is considerably longer than
the dynamical timescale of the system, such as the gravitational free-fall time
or the turbulent crossing time. In order to form molecular clouds within a
timescale of several million years as inferred by observations (Fukui et al.,
2001; Clark and Glover, 2014), we must again invoke interstellar turbulence.
The intermittent compression of gas due to supersonic turbulent gas motions
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can shorten tform considerably (see e.g. Glover and Mac Low, 2007; Micic et al.,
2012).
Complementary to the processes that lead to H2 formation, we must also
consider H2 destruction. Destruction can happen by collision with another
atom or molecule in the cloud or by ultraviolet photodissociation. Focusing on
the main cloud constituents, collisional dissociation can be formulated as
H2 + H → H + H + H,

(12)

H2 + H2 → H + H + H2 .

(13)

We note that these reactions do not play an important role in regulating
the molecular content of the ISM. They are only effective at destroying H2 in
warm, dense gas, such as observed in molecular outflows (see e.g. Flower et al.,
2003). Consequently, the key reaction for our purpose here is photodissociation
of H2 , which occurs via a process known as spontaneous radiative dissociation
(Stecher and Williams, 1967; van Dishoeck, 1987). The H2 molecule first absorbs a UV photon with energy E > 11.2 eV, placing it in an excited electronic
state. The excited H2 molecule then undergoes a radiative transition back to
the electronic ground state. This transition can occur either into a bound rovibrational level in the ground state, in which case the molecule survives, or
into the vibrational continuum, in which case it dissociates. Altogether the
dissociation probability is around 15% per UV photon absorption (Draine and
Bertoldi, 1996). The decay back to the rovibrational ground state produces
a discrete set of UV absorption lines which are known as the Lyman-Werner
bands.
Because H2 photodissociation is line-based, rather than continuum-based,
the H2 photodissociation rate in the ISM is highly sensitive to self-shielding.
Lyman-Werner photons of the ambient radiation field with energies corresponding to the main absorption lines are mostly absorbed by H2 on the surface of the molecular cloud, with only a few photons remaining in the regions
further in. Consequently, the H2 photodissociation rate drops by a large factor compared to the rate in the unshielded, optically thin gas. This becomes
important once the H2 column density exceeds NH2 ∼ 1014 cm−2 (Draine and
Bertoldi, 1996). The total column density of hydrogen, N , depends on the
strength of the interstellar radiation field and on the density n of the gas.
When we express the radiation field in Habing units G0 (Habing, 1968) we
find that self-shielding becomes important for column densities exceeding a
value of
N = 1020 G0 n−1 cm−2 .
(14)
We note that the visual extinction required to reduce the H2 photodissociation
rate by a factor of ten is approximately AV ≈ 0.65. In the diffuse ISM this
corresponds to a total hydrogen column density N ∼ 1021 cm−2 . Consequently,
H2 self-shielding becomes important at lower total column densities than dust
shielding in conditions when G0 /n is small, such as in the CNM far away
from regions of massive star formation. On the other hand, if G0 /n is large,
e.g. in the photodissociation regions surrounding massive stars dust extinction
typically dominates.
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2.3.2 Transition from C+ to C to CO
The chemistry involved in the transition from C+ to C is very simple. Atomic
carbon forms via the radiative recombination of C+ ,
C+ + e− → C + γ,

(15)

and is destroyed by photoionization,
C + γ → C+ + e − .

(16)

The formation of CO is considerably more complicated, because there is no
single dominant process but instead a number of different pathways compete
to build up CO. The two main routes to CO formation involve either hydroxyl
(OH) or its positive ion (OH+ ) as chemical intermediates, or they rely on simple hydrocarbons such as CH or CH2 and their positive ions. A brief summary
of these reaction rates is provided by Klessen and Glover (2016). For more
details and a more comprehensive discussion we refer the readers to the classic
papers by Glassgold and Langer (1975), Langer (1976), Dalgarno and Black
(1976), Tielens and Hollenbach (1985) and Sternberg and Dalgarno (1995).
Both main CO-formation pathways share one key feature. The rate-limiting
step is the formation of the initial chemical intermediate. In the first case, it is
the build-up of OH and the OH+ ion. In the second case, it is the formation of
+
CH, CH2 , CH+ or CH+
2 by radiative association or the formation of H3 as a
consequence of the cosmic ray ionization of H2 . Once the initial molecular ion
or radical forms, the remainder of the reactions that lead to CO proceed relatively quickly. This behavior forms the basis of several simplified methods for
treating CO formation (for a comparison of different approaches, see Glover
and Clark, 2012a). In addition, all of the different pathways to proceed from
C+ or C to CO rely on the presence of molecular hydrogen. It implies that
substantial quantities of CO will form only in regions that already have high
H2 fractions. As a consequence, the non-equilibrium, time-dependent behavior of H2 chemistry can be important also for CO, despite the fact that the
characteristic timescales of the chemical reactions involved in CO formation
are generally shorter than the H2 formation time.
In the surface layers of molecular clouds, i.e. regions with a low visual
extinction, the destruction of CO is dominated by photodissociation,
CO + γ → C + O.

(17)

The molecule first absorbs a UV photon with energy E > 11.09 eV, placing it
in an excited electronic state (van Dishoeck, 1987). From here, it can either
return to the ground state via radiative decay, or it can undergo a transition
to a repulsive electronic state via a radiationless process. In the latter case, the
molecule very rapidly dissociates. In the case of CO, dissociation is typically
far more likely than decay back to the ground state (van Dishoeck and Black,
1988; Visser et al., 2009). Consequently, the lifetimes of the excited electronic
states are very short. This is important, as Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle
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then implies that their energy is comparatively uncertain. The UV absorption
lines associated with the photodissociation of CO are therefore much broader
than the lines associated with H2 photodissociation. As a result, more photons
need to be absorbed to prevent molecules further into the cloud from being
photodissociated, and consequently CO self-shielding is less effective than the
analogous process for H2 discussed above.
Once the visual extinction AV at the cloud surface due to dust absorption
and H2 shielding becomes large, very few photons remain in the cloud interior
to photodissociate CO, and so two other processes become important in balancing CO formation. First, cosmic ray ionization of hydrogen molecules or
hydrogen atoms produces energetic photo-electrons (see Section 2.5.3). If these
collide with other hydrogen molecules before dissipating their energy, they can
excite the H2 molecules into excited electronic states. The subsequent radiative
decay of the molecules back to the ground state produces UV photons that
can initiate localized photodissociation of CO and other molecules (Prasad
and Tarafdar, 1983; Gredel et al., 1987, 1989). Second, CO is also destroyed
via dissociative charge transfer with He+ ions
CO + He+ → C+ + O + He.

(18)

The He+ ions required by this reaction are again produced by cosmic ray
ionization of neutral helium. Altogether, CO destruction in high AV regions is
controlled by the cosmic ray ionization rate. This is relatively small (van der
Tak and van Dishoeck, 2000) in typical clouds, and so almost all of the carbon
is found in the form of CO. The situation changes in regions of high cosmic
ray flux, such as inferred for the Central Molecular Zone of the Galaxy, where
the CO fraction can be significantly suppressed even in well-shielded gas (see
e.g. Clark et al., 2013).
2.4 Cooling processes
In this section we summarize the key heating and cooling processes that determine the thermal evolution of the ISM. Most cooling processes are based
on the fact that collisions can excite internal degrees of freedom of the atom,
molecule, ion or dust grain under consideration, therefore removing kinetic energy from the system, and that there are de-excitation pathways that involve
the emission of photons. If these photons are absorbed nearby i.e. there are
optically thick conditions, the energy remains in the system and there is no
net cooling effect. If the photons leave the system the medium is optically thin,
and their energy is carried away and the system is cooler. We note that also
adiabatic expansion can lead to a decrease of the kinetic temperature of the
medium. Most heating processes are based on the inverse of these processes.
However, we note that reality can be more complicated due to the fact that
some chemical phase changes involve latent heat, which needs to be included in
the energy budget. There are other potential heating and cooling mechanisms
that are not based on collisional or radiative coupling or on cloud dynamics
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but instead may involve interaction with a magnetic field to exchange energy,
such as heating by magnetic reconnection.
For the microphysical treatment of the collisional and radiative coupling
of multi-level atoms and molecules, we refer to the relevant textbooks, e.g. to
Rybicki and Lightman (1986), Osterbrock (1989), Tielens (2010), and Draine
(2011), or to a recent compilation provided by Klessen and Glover (2016).
2.4.1 Cooling by permitted transitions
At high temperatures in regions dominated by atomic or ionized gas, the cooling of the ISM takes place largely via permitted (i.e. dipole-allowed) electronic
transitions of various atoms and ions. At temperatures close to 104 K, excitation of the Lyman series lines of atomic hydrogen is the dominant process
leading to a cooling rate per unit volume (Black, 1981; Cen, 1992) of


−118348
1
exp
ne nH , (19)
ΛH = 7.5 × 10−19 erg s−1 cm−3
T
1 + (T /105 )1/2
where ne and nH are the number densities of free electrons and atomic hydrogen given in units of cm−3 , respectively. At temperatures T ∼ 3 × 104 K and
above, however, the abundance of atomic hydrogen generally becomes very
small, and other elements, particularly C, O, Ne and Fe, start to dominate the
cooling (see e.g. Gnat and Ferland, 2012).
We note that there are many cases in which the assumption of collisional
ionization equilibrium does not apply. For example, consider gas in the Hii regions around massive stars, where the ionization state of the gas is determined
primarily by photoionization rather than collisional ionization. The assumption of collisional ionization equlibrium also breaks down whenever the gas
cools rapidly, i.e. when the cooling time becomes shorter than the recombination time, or if gas is heated more rapidly than it is collisionally ionized, such as
in a very strong shock. There are many efforts to account for non-equilibrium
effects, either by explicitly solving for the non-equilibrium ionization state (see
e.g. Cen and Fang, 2006; de Avillez and Breitschwerdt, 2012; Oppenheimer and
Schaye, 2013; Richings et al., 2014) or with an ionization state dominated by
photoionization rather than collisional ionization (e.g. Wiersma et al., 2009;
Gnedin and Hollon, 2012).
2.4.2 Cooling by fine structure lines
At temperatures far below 104 K, it becomes extremely difficult for the gas to
cool via radiation from permitted atomic transitions, as the number of electrons available with sufficient energy to excite these transitions declines exponentially with decreasing temperature. In this regime forbidden transitions
between different fine structure energy levels become important.
Fine structure splitting is caused by the coupling between the orbital and
spin angular momenta of the electrons in an atom (see e.g. Atkins and Friedman, 2011). Each electron within an atom has a magnetic moment due to its
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orbital motion and also an intrinsic magnetic moment due to its spin. States
where these magnetic moments are parallel have higher energy than states
where they are anti-parallel. In order for an atom or ion to display fine structure splitting in its ground state, the electrons in the outermost shell must
have both non-zero total orbital angular momentum (i.e. L > 0) and non-zero
total spin angular momentum (i.e. S > 0), or else the spin-orbit coupling term
in the Hamiltonian, which is proportional to L · S, will vanish. The resulting
splitting of the energy levels is small, with energy separations of the order
of 10−2 eV. This corresponds to a temperature of the order of 100 K, meaning that it is possible to excite these transitions even at relatively low gas
temperatures.
The corresponding quantum mechanical transition matrix elements are of
the order of α2 ≈ 5 × 10−5 times smaller than for electric dipole transitions,
where α is the fine structure constant. Furthermore, the spontaneous transi3
tion rates scale as Aij ∝ νij
. Since associated frequencies are about a thousand
times smaller than those of the most important permitted electronic transitions, such as Lyman-α, one expects the spontaneous transition rates to be
a factor of 109 smaller. These two effects combined result in transition rates
that are of order of 1014 times smaller than those of the permitted atomic
transitions. Consequently, the critical densities associated with many of the
important fine structure lines are relatively low: ncrit ∼ 102 –106 cm−3 in conditions when collisions with H or H2 dominate, and up to two to three orders
of magnitude smaller when collisions with electrons dominate (Hollenbach and
McKee, 1989). Therefore fine structure emission is effective in the WNM or
CNM but not so important at the much higher densities found in gravitationally collapsing regions within molecular clouds.
Since hydrogen and helium have no fine structure in their ground states,
fine structure cooling in the diffuse ISM is dominated by the contribution from
the next most abundant elements: carbon and oxygen in their atomic and low
ionization states (Wolfire et al., 1995). Data on the collisional excitation rates
of the fine structure transitions of C+ , C and O can be found in a number
of places in the literature. Compilations of excitation rate data are given in
Hollenbach and McKee (1989), Glover and Jappsen (2007) and Maio et al.
(2007), as well as in the LAMDA database (Schöier et al., 2005).

2.4.3 Carbon monoxide
In order to study cold and dense molecular clouds, we need to resort to lowenergy rotational and vibrational transitions of molecular species. Molecular
hydrogen is a symmetric molecule and therefore has no permanent dipole
moment. The next order transition based on the quadrupole moment requires higher temperatures than are usually found in Galactic molecular clouds
and are typically not observed. Luckily, the second most abundant molecular
species, CO, has a significant dipole moment. It is readily rotationally excited
even at very low gas temperatures, T < 20 K, owing to very small energy
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separations between its excited rotational levels. It therefore plays a key role
in the thermal balance of cold, dense clouds.
We note that at low densities, fine structure cooling from neutral atomic
carbon is more effective than CO cooling, and that at T ∼ 20 K and above
the contribution from C+ also becomes significant. The overall importance of
CO therefore depends strongly on the chemical state of the gas. If the gasphase carbon is primarily in the form of C or C+ , then fine structure emission
from these species will dominate, implying that CO becomes important only
once the fraction of carbon in CO becomes large. Consequently, CO cooling
only dominates once the gas density exceeds n ∼ 1000 cm−3 . Furthermore,
the relevant density range is quite limited. For n  1000 cm−3 the relative
populations of the lowest rotational levels quickly reach their LTE levels. Furthermore, the lines of the most abundant species, 12 CO become optically thick
and the molecule tends to freeze out on dust grains and its gas phase abundance drops significantly (Goldsmith, 2001).
2.4.4 Gas-grain energy transfer
At high temperatures dust can also play an important role in the cooling of
the ISM (Goldreich and Kwan, 1974; Leung, 1975). Individual dust grains are
extremely efficient radiators, and so the mean temperature of a population of
dust grains very quickly relaxes to an equilibrium value given by the balance
between radiative heating caused by absorption of photons from the interstellar
radiation field (ISRF) and radiative cooling via thermal emission from the
grains. If the resulting dust temperature, Td , differs from the gas temperature,
TK , then collisions between gas particles and dust grains lead to a net flow of
energy from one component to the other, potentially changing both TK and
Td .
We can write the cooling rate per unit volume due to energy transfer from
the gas to the dust as
Λgd = πσd v̄ ᾱ(2kTK − 2kTd )ntot nd .

(20)

Here, σd is the mean cross-sectional area of a dust grain, nd is the number
density of dust grains, ntot is the number density of particles, and v̄ is the
mean thermal velocity of the particles in the gas. Although it is common to
discuss this in terms of cooling, if Td > TK then energy will flow from the dust
to the gas, i.e. this will become a heating rate. Λgd is often expressed in the
form
1/2
Λgd = Cgd TK (TK − Td ) n2 erg s−1 cm−3 ,
(21)
where n is the number density of hydrogen nuclei and Cgd is a cooling rate
coefficient given by
!
ntot nd
v̄
ᾱ
.
(22)
Cgd = 2πkσd
1/2
n2
T
K
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The value of Cgd is largely determined by the assumptions that we make
regarding the chemical state of the gas and the nature of the dust grain population, but in principle it also depends on temperature through the temperature dependence of the mean accommodation coefficient, ᾱ, which quantifies
how efficiently energy is shared between dust and gas. There is some debate
in the literature concerning the exact functional form of Cgd and its normalization (for example, compare the discussions in Hollenbach and McKee,
1989; Tielens and Hollenbach, 1985; Goldsmith, 2001; Krumholz et al., 2011);
however, most values for typical Milky Way conditions are in the range of
Cgd = 10−33 erg s−1 cm3 K−3/2 with deviations of about one order of magnitude. The uncertainty in Cgd becomes even greater as we move to lower
metallicity, as less is known about the properties of the dust. It is often assumed that Cgd scales linearly with metallicity (e.g. Glover and Clark, 2012c),
but this is at best a crude approximation, particularly as the dust abundance
appears to scale non-linearly with metallicity in metal-poor galaxies (Galametz
et al., 2011; Herrera-Camus et al., 2012).
2.5 Heating processes
2.5.1 Photoelectric heating
One of the most important forms of radiative heating in the diffuse ISM is
photoelectric heating. It is caused by the absorption of UV photons by dust
grains which subsequently emit photo-electrons. Their kinetic energy is equal
to the difference between the energy of the photon and the energy barrier for
detaching the electron from the grain. This difference can be large (of the order
of an eV or more), and the released energy is efficiently redistributed amongst
the other gas particles by collisions, causing the gas to heat up.
For standard interstellar dust, following Bakes and Tielens (1994) the photoelectric heating rate per unit volume can be written as
Γpe = 1.3 × 10−24 G0 n erg s−1 cm−3 ,

(23)

where  is the photoelectric heating efficiency, given by
=

0.037(T /10000)0.7
0.049
+
,
0.73
1 + (ψ/1925)
1 + (ψ/5000)

(24)

G0 is the strength of the interstellar radiation field in units of the Habing
(1968) field, and T is the gas temperature. The parameter
ψ≡

G0 T 1/2
ne

(25)

is related to the charge of the dust grains in the ISM (Draine and Sutin,
1987; Weingartner and Draine, 2001b). The interpretation is as follows: a high
photon flux or a low numbers of of free electrons will lead to dust grains being
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more positively charged, while the converse will lead to grains being more
negatively charged. In the latter case electrons can more easily detach and the
heating rate is high. The proportionality T 1/2 simply reflects the temperature
dependence of the rate coefficient for electron recombination with the grains.
For small ψ,  ≈ 0.05 when the temperature is low, and  ≈ 0.09 when the
temperature is high. Since the photons required to eject electrons must be
energetic, with minimum energies typically around 6 eV, the photoelectric
heating rate is highly sensitive to the dust extinction. It becomes ineffective
once the visual extinction exceeds values of AV ∼ 1–2 mag.
2.5.2 Heating by ultraviolet radiation
Besides the photoelectric effect, UV photons heat the ISM in two other important ways. First, the photodissociation of H2 results in a transfer of energy to
the gas. The absorption process produces a molecule in an excited state, which
can break apart and convert the excess energy into kinetic energy through nonradiative decay. As the hydrogen atoms produced in this process have average
kinetic energies that are larger than that of the gas particles. The energy release varies depending on which rovibrational level of the excited electronic
state was involved in the dissociation (Stephens and Dalgarno, 1973; Abgrall
et al., 2000). The average heating rate is around 0.4 eV per dissociation (Black
and Dalgarno, 1977). Second, UV irradiation of molecular hydrogen can lead
to heating via a process known as UV pumping. The absorption of a UV photon by H2 leads to photodissociation only around 15% of the time (Draine
and Bertoldi, 1996). The rest of the time, the H2 molecule decays back into
a bound rovibrational state. Although the molecule sometimes goes back directly into the v = 0 vibrational ground state, it is far more likely to end up
in a vibrationally excited level. In low density gas, it then radiatively decays
back to the rovibrational ground state, producing a number of near infrared
photons in the process which do not contribute to the overall heating. In high
density gas, collisional de-excitation occurs more rapidly, and so most of the
excitation energy is converted into heat. In this case, the resulting heating rate
is around 2 eV per pumping event, compared to around 10–11 eV per photodissociation (see e.g. Burton et al., 1990). This process becomes significant
only above a critical density of ncrit ∼ 104 cm−3 . It is thus not a major heat
source at typical molecular cloud densities but can become important in dense
cores exposed to strong UV radiation fields.
2.5.3 Cosmic rays
In the deep interior of molecular clouds, where the gas is well shielded from the
interstellar radiation field, both of the above processes become unimportant
and the same holds for photoelectric heating. In this case, cosmic rays provide
the main source of heat. They can penetrate deeply into molecular clouds and
collisionally ionize hydrogen or helium atoms or H2 molecules. The resulting
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ions and electrons typically have very large velocities and so subsequent collisions can trigger secondary ionization events. Eventually the excess kinetic
energy gets converted into heat, with the amount of energy transferred depending on the composition of the gas (Dalgarno et al., 1999; Glassgold et al.,
2012), but it is typically around 10–20 eV. Most models of thermal balance in
dark clouds adopt a heating rate that is a simply fixed multiple of the primary
hydrogen cosmic ray ionization rate (see e.g. Goldsmith and Langer, 1978;
Goldsmith, 2001; Ceverino et al., 2010; Krumholz et al., 2011). A commonly
adopted parameterization is
Γcr ∼ 3.2 × 10−28 (ζH /10−17 s−1 ) n erg cm−3 s−1 ,

(26)

where the cosmic ray ionization rate of atomic hydrogen ζH is scaled by its
typical value of 10−17 s−1 and n is the number density of hydrogen nuclei.
Note that the uncertainty introduced by averaging is typically much smaller
than the current uncertainty in the actual cosmic ray ionization rate in the
considered region. We note that in most applications the cosmic ray ionization
and heating rates are assumed to be constant throughout the cloud. A better
approach is
Γcr = nQ(n)ζ(n) ,
(27)
with density dependent heating rate Q(n) and cosmic ray flux ζ(n). Whereas
Q only slightly depends on density n (Glassgold et al., 2012), ζ decreases by
orders of magnitude in the densest parts of a cloud (see e.g. Padovani et al.,
2009, 2018). The use of equation (27) leads to more accurate values of Γcr up
to a factor of ∼ 7.
2.5.4 X-rays
X-rays can heat the interstellar medium in a very similar fashion to cosmic
rays: X-ray ionization produces an energetic electron that can cause a cascade
of secondary ionization events with some fraction of the excess energy going
into heat. Unlike cosmic rays, X-rays are sensitive to the effects of absorption,
because their mean free path is much smaller. Hence, they can be an important
heat source in the diffuse ISM (see e.g. Wolfire et al., 1995), but they are
generally thought to be unimportant in the dense gas inside molecular clouds,
unless these clouds are located close to a strong X-ray source such as an AGN
(see e.g. Hocuk and Spaans, 2010).
2.5.5 Chemical reactions
The latent heat associated with chemical reactions can also contribute to the
overall thermal energy balance in certain phases of the ISM. For example, the
formation of a new chemical bond, such as that between the two hydrogen
nuclei in a H2 molecule, releases energy. Much of this energy will be channeled
into rotational and/or vibrational modes of the newly-formed molecule. In low
density environments, it will rapidly be lost by radiation. At high densities,

Figure 7. Median heating and cooling rates per unit volume in run B, plotted as a function of the hydrogen nuclei number density n, at a time just before the
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2.5.6 Dynamical processes
Finally, hydrodynamical and magneto-hydrodynamical (MHD) effects can also
lead to significant heating. In subsonic, gravitationally collapsing regions, such
as low-mass prestellar cores, adiabatic compression (P dV heating) can be a
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major source of heat and can actually be more important in the overall thermal
balance of the core than cosmic ray heating. In less quiescent environments,
where the gas flow is supersonic, turbulent dissipation in shocks or regions
of strong shear is another major heat source. The same is true for magnetic
reconnection and other non-ideal MHD processes in magnetized media (e.g.
Momferratos et al., 2014). The rate at which turbulent kinetic energy dissipates
in regions of supersonic turbulence is reasonably well established (Mac Low
et al., 1998; Stone et al., 1998; Mac Low, 1999). The energy dissipation rate
within a cloud of mass M can be written to within a factor of order unity as
(Mac Low, 1999)
Ėkin ∼ −M kd σv3 ,
(29)
where kd is the wavenumber on which energy is injected into the system and
where σv is the velocity dispersion at this scale. We assume that it is comparable to the size of the cloud (see e.g. Brunt et al., 2009). Furthermore, we adopt
Larson’s relations between the size of the cloud and its velocity dispersion,
σv ∝ Lα with α ∼ 0.5, and number density, n ∝ Lβ with β ∼ 1. We note that
normalization and slope are both quite uncertain (Larson, 1981; Hennebelle
and Falgarone, 2012). Put together, we arrive at an average turbulent heating
rate (Pan and Padoan, 2009)
0.2

L
−27
n erg s−1 cm−3 .
(30)
Γturb = 3 × 10
1 pc
While dominating on large scales, this heating rate can become comparable to
the cosmic ray heating rate on small scales, in more quiescent regions deeply
embedded regions of the cloud such as low-mass protostellar cores. We also
note that turbulent heating is highly intermittent (Pan and Padoan, 2009).
This means that in much of the cloud, the influence of turbulent dissipation
is small, while in small, localized regions, very high heating rates can be produced (see e.g. Falgarone et al., 1995; Godard et al., 2009). We provide a more
detailed account of properties of turbulence in §4.
Finally, note that the physical nature of the heating depends upon the
strength of the magnetic field within the gas. If the field is weak, energy
dissipation occurs mostly through shocks, whereas if the field is strong, a
substantial amount of energy is dissipated via non-ideal MHD processes such as
ambipolar diffusion, i.e. the drift between the neutral and charged constituents
of the ISM (Padoan et al., 2000; Li et al., 2012).
2.5.7 Heating and cooling in the nearby ISM
Figure 1 provides an overview of the most important heating and cooling
processes for the solar neighborhood ISM. The rates are plotted as a function of the hydrogen nuclei number density, n. The figure shows that initially
atomic gas exhibits three different regimes. At densities n < 2000 cm−3 , the
gas heating is dominated by photoelectric emission from dust grains (§2.5.1),
while cooling is provided by fine structure emission from C+ . In the density
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regime 2000 < n < 105 cm−3 , rotational line emission from CO becomes the
main coolant. Photoelectric heating remains the main heat source initially
but steadily becomes less effective, owing to the larger visual extinction of
the cloud at these densities. Other processes – adiabatic compression of the
gas, dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy in shocks and cosmic ray ionization
heating – become more important at n ∼ 6000 cm−3 and above. Finally, at
densities above about 105 cm−3 , the gas couples to the dust (Section 2.4.4),
which acts as a thermostat and provides most of the cooling power. Weak
shocks and adiabatic compressions together dominate the gas heating in this
regime, each contributing close to half of the total heating rate (for a more
detailed discussion, see Glover and Clark, 2012b).

3 Thermal structure of the ISM
To understand the ISM it is crucial to know its temperature distribution. As
mentioned in the previous section, the ISM consists of two atomic phases,
namely the cold neutral medium and the warm neutral medium. The latter
has a typical density of about 0.5 cm−3 and a temperature of the order of
8000 K. The former is approximately 100 times denser and cooler. We first
describe in short the cooling and heating processes that are relevant for the
atomic gas, and we then discuss the principle of thermal instability.

3.1 Thermal balance
The balance of cooling and heating must be computed to provide the temperature as a function of density. The detailed analysis for the thermal equilibrium
state in the neutral atomic phase can be found, for example, in Wolfire et al.
(2003). The dominant heating mechanisms are photoelectric emission from
small grains and PAHs, ionization by cosmic rays and soft X-rays, and the
formation and photodissociation of H2 . The FUV field is close to the Habing’s
value, G0 = 1.7. The most important cooling processes are line emission from
H, C, O, Si, and Fe, and rovibrational lines from H2 and CO. Collisions of
atomic and molecules with dust grains and the resulting thermal emission
from the collisionally heated dust also contribute to cooling.
At high density, typically 103 cm−3 < n < 106 cm−3 , the cooling depends
on the column density and UV radiation field and molecular cooling dominates. How well the radiation field is shielded, in relative importance of H2
self-shielding and dust shielding is duscussed in Sternberg et al. (2014). The
chemistry and cooling for a broad range of density, column density, metallicity,
and radiation fields are discussed by Koyama and Inutsuka (2000), Glover and
Clark (2012b) and Gong et al. (2017).
Figure 2 displays the phase diagram, i.e. temperature and pressure as a
function of density. The interstellar radiation field in this analysis is 1.7 times
the Habing field (G0 = 1.7, Habing 1968) and is attenuated in regions of high
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Fig. 2 Phase diagram of the ISM including the most relavant heating and cooling processes.
Computed using the heating and cooling processes described in Glover and Clark (2012a)
implemented in the SILCC ISM simulations (Walch et al., 2015; Girichidis et al., 2016,
2018).

optical depth (Walch et al., 2015; Girichidis et al., 2016). The At high column
density, the main cooling process is due to CO molecules up to about 105
cm−3 , above which dust cooling dominates. Under these conditions, the most
important heating mechanism is usually cosmic rays.

3.2 Thermal Instability
Thermal instability is believed to play an important role in the ISM. It stems
from the fact that cooling is proportional to the square of the gas density
(because cooling elements get excited through two-body collisions) while the
heating function in some range of temperatures is approximately proportional
to the density. Quantitatively the existence of the thermal instability can be
related to the slope of heat-loss function, L = ρΛ − Γ , where ρΛ is the cooling function per unit volume with the density ρ and the cooling rate Λ in
units of erg cm3 s−1 , and Γ is the heating function in units of erg g s−1 . The
stability conditions of a uniform medium subject to heating and cooling have
been studied in great detail by Field (1965), who investigated the impact of
isochoric, isentropic and isobaric perturbations on the thermal equilibrium. In
the ISM the unstable isobaric perturbation is believed to be the most relevant
one and can be expressed as


∂L
∂T




<0⇔

P

∂P
∂ρ


< 0.
L

(31)
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Fig. 3 The dispersion relation for the condensation mode of thermal instability analyzed in Koyama and Inutsuka (2000) for a temperature of T = 103 K and a pressure of
P/kB ≈ 2000 K cm−3 . The dashed curve denotes the result for a system at rest in thermal
equilibrium. The solid curve denotes the case of an isobarically contracting core (Koyama
and Inutsuka, 2000), c AAS. Reproduced with permission.

The physical meaning of this expression is straightforward. Consider thermal
equilibrium, i.e. L = 0. If the pressure decreases as the density increases the
support against a further increase in density reduces. This thermal state is
unstable because any small over-density corresponds to a local pressure minimum and will therefore be amplified. Typically this instability appears for in
the temperature regime between ∼ 100 and ∼ 5000 K. Figure 3 displays the
growth rate of thermal instability as a function of wave number. The dashed
curve shows the dispersion relation in at thermal equilibrium for a system
with uniform density at rest. The solid line indicates the counterpart for an
isobarically contracting sphere. Thermal conduction is also taken into account
in this calculation, which is why the growth rate vanishes at large wave numbers. As discussed by Field (1965), thermal conduction can counteract thermal
instability because it smooths out small scale temperature perturbations. The
critical wavelength, i.e. the one at which the growth rate becomes zero, is now
called the “Field length” and is given by
s
KT
.
(32)
λF ≡
ρ2 Λ
Here K denotes the coefficient of thermal conduction. The peak of the growth
rate occurs at a wavelength that is several times larger than the Field length.
Therefore, thermal instability leads to structures larger than the Field length.
The effect of magnetic fields on the linear growth of thermal instability
was studied in detail by Ames (1973). A sufficiently strong magnetic field
suppresses motions perpendicular to the field lines assuming flux freezing.
Consider for instance a slab geometry, in which the magnetic pressure is simply
proportional to the density squared (since the magnetic field is proportional to
the density) and therefore an increase in the magnetic pressure can compensate
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for a decrease in thermal pressure. However, perturbations in the direction
along the magnetic field are not suppressed and remain unstable if the cooling
function satisfies the instability criteria.
3.3 Thermal front propagation and pressure regulation
The non-linear development of thermal instability has been studied by various authors (e.g. Hennebelle and Pérault, 1999; Koyama and Inutsuka, 2000;
Piontek and Ostriker, 2004; Inoue et al., 2007; van Loo et al., 2007; Choi and
Stone, 2012), see also Elphick et al. (1992) and Shaviv and Regev (1994) for
the dynamics of fronts in thermally bistable media. Typically, after the linear phase, a non-linear structure develops and eventually a cloud of dense gas
embedded in the warm surrounding medium settles into an equilibrium. The
dense cloud is then connected to the WNM through thermal fronts, whose
thicknesses are given by the Field length (Field, 1965; Begelman and McKee,
1990; Stone and Zweibel, 2010; Kim and Kim, 2013). Note that the Field
length varies from about 10−3 pc in the CNM to 0.1 pc in the WNM and
the fronts have a thickness that can be approximated by the geometric mean
of the Field length in the cold and warm medium (e.g. Kim and Kim, 2013).
The fronts themselves are not in thermal equilibrium, since the denser part
is cooling while the more diffuse one is heating. Thus, except for a particular
value of the pressure for which the two contributions are equal (also called
saturation pressure), it is generally the case that either the cloud evaporates
or condenses. If the ambient pressure is lower than the saturation pressure the
thermal front becomes an evaporation front. Conversely, if the ambient pressure is larger than the saturation pressure the front leads to a condensation
(e.g. Inoue et al., 2006).

4 Turbulence
4.1 Introduction
Fluid flows are often divided into two sharply different categories: quiet smooth
flows known as laminar, and turbulent flows in which the fluid velocity exhibits
chaotic fluctuations in both space and time over a wide range of length and
time scales. The turbulent velocity field is unpredictable because small variations in the initial conditions produce large changes to the subsequent motion.
This irregular state of motion is a truly remarkable feature of the governing
Navier-Stokes (NS) equation, describing the rate of change of velocity in a
viscous fluid,
∂t u + (u · ∇)u = −∇p/ρ + ν∇2 u + f /ρ,
(33)
under suitable initial and boundary conditions. This equation is simply Newton’s law for a fluid, but it includes a seemingly innocent nonlinear inertial
term, (u · ∇)u, where the fluid velocity, u(x, t), appears in a quadratic form.
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It is this nonlinearity in the deterministic NS equation that brings about a
source of chaos with it. The velocity must further satisfy a simplified form
of the continuity equation ∇ · u = 0, if the density of the fluid is constant,
ρ = ρ0 . Finally, ν is the kinematic viscosity, and f (x, t) is a random external
force, which is usually referred to as driving.
The emergence of turbulence only occurs at sufficiently large Reynolds
numbers, Re = U L/ν, which measures the ratio of the inertial term to the
viscous term in Eq. (33), assuming U is the characteristic (e.g. root mean
squared) velocity of energy-containing eddies1 of size, L.
Turbulent fluids are not, however, completely random and unpredictable.
Instead their statistics are reproducible and strictly obey certain scaling laws,
which can be derived from the NS equation under simplifying assumptions
about the symmetries of the underlying problem.

4.2 Basic probabilistic tools
The scale-dependent correlations of fluid variables in turbulent flows are traditionally described in terms of structure functions, correlation functions, and
their Fourier counterparts (e.g. power spectra). These standard probabilistic
tools are widely used in studies of incompressible turbulence in which the velocity field u(x, t) fully describes the system. The velocity of a turbulent fluid
at a given point in space and in time can be treated as a vector-valued centered
random variable (zero mean value hui = 0), as it would still be a function of
the initial conditions.
Let us consider the velocity increment, δu(x, r) = u(x+r)−u(x), between
two points, x and x + r, separated by the lag, r. In homogeneous systems, the
statistics of δu(x, r) only depends on the lag, r, and not on the position, x. If
turbulence is also isotropic, the statistics of velocity increments would depend
only on the magnitude of the lag, r = |r|, not its orientation. Homogeneity
and isotropy imply that spatial translations, rotations, and reflections of the
original system of coordinate axes (x1 , x2 , x3 ) do not change the distribution
functions of physical variables.2 It is convenient then to define the longitudinal
velocity increment as δuk (r) = δu(r) · r/r, using the natural coordinate frame
with the direction of one of the coordinate axes aligned with r. The two
remaining transverse components, δu⊥ (r), are equal in the isotropic case. The
longitudinal and transverse velocity structure functions of order p are defined,
k
respectively, as Sp (r) = h[δuk (r)]p i and Sp⊥ (r) = h[δu⊥ (r)]p i, where h·i denotes
1

In fluid dynamics, an eddy is understood as the swirling current of a fluid or a ‘blob of
vorticity’, but there is a good tradition in hydrodynamic turbulence of avoiding any formal
definition of a turbulent eddy, see page 52 in Davidson (2004).
2 In realistic situations, both assumptions are usually not satisfied at large scales. However,
if they are valid at small scales and far from boundaries of the flow or its other special regions,
this general theoretical framework still remains useful.
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averaging over an ensemble of point pairs3 with the fixed lag magnitude r. Note
that the velocity structure functions retain Galilean invariance because they
depend on δu.
The two-point velocity autocorrelation function is defined as Ruu (r) =
hu(x)·u(x+r)i, also assuming homogeneity. One can readily show that the velocity autocorrelation function is related to the second order structure function
as Ruu (r) = hu2 i−h[δu(r)]2 i/2 and also that Ruu (0) = hu2 i. In addition, the
d
three-dimensional power spectrum of velocity, P3D (u, k) ≡ |b
u(k)|2 = R
uu (k),
is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function, as follows from the
Wiener-Khinchin formula (Wiener, 1930; Khintchine, 1934) (here .c
. . denotes
the Fourier transform4 and k is the wave vector). If the turbulence is also
isotropic then the 3D power spectrum depends only on the magnitude of the
wave vector, k = |k|, and hence the Rone-dimensional (angle-integrated) spectrum can be written as P (u, k) ≡R P3D (u, k)dΩk R= 4πk 2 P3D (u, k). From
∞
Parseval’s theorem we further get 0 P (u, k)dk = P3D (u, k)dk = hu2 i =
Ru,u (0), which relates various second order moments introduced above to the
mean turbulent kinetic energy, E = ρ0 hu2 i/2, in the incompressible case.
Another useful quantity, the velocity dispersion σu (r) as a function of scale
r = 2π/κ,R can be easily computed from the power spectrum since the variance
∞
σu2 (r) = κ P (u, k)dk, if hui = 0, and interpreted as a result of high-pass
filtering operation.

4.3 Energy cascade and the four-fifths law
In the classical phenomenology of turbulence, kinetic energy is supplied at
the largest scales (e.g. by a stochastic forcing mechanism). Non-linear advection coupled with fluid instabilities then generates motions on progressively
smaller and smaller scales. This energy transfer process continues until molecular transport becomes dominant and dissipates the energy as heat. In such
scale-by-scale energy cascade5 powered by vortex stretching in three dimensions, fluid motions progressively lose information about (non-universal) details of large-scale energy injection, leading to presumably self-similar (universal) fluid behavior at small scales. This self-similarity leads to a power-law
energy spectrum determined solely by the magnitude of the energy flux if we
(heuristically) assume that the cascade interactions are local, i.e. only comparable spatial scales interact with one another. The locality assumption does
3 Relevant methods of taking averages of random functions of position and time in homogeneous and ergodic systems are discussed, for instance, in section 2.1 of Batchelor (1953)
and in section 4.4 of Frisch (1995).
4 Note that the Fourier transforms of homogeneous random functions are, generally, random distributions, i.e. not ordinary functions of their argument, k. One way to deal with
this mathematical difficulty is to replace the ordinary integrals with generalized stochastic
Fourier-Stieltjes integrals (Batchelor, 1953); another way is to use low- or high-pass filtering (e.g. coarse-graining), which allows one to deal lusively with ordinary functions (Frisch,
1995).
5 Envisioned by Lewis F. Richardson in 1922 (Richardson, 1965).
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not hold universally true, though, as there are non-local scale interactions in
Fourier space (see, e.g., section 7.3 in Frisch (1995) and section 5.5 in Diamond
et al. (2010)).
To describe the scale-by-scale energy balance, one can write the NS equation in Fourier space and use Fourier integrals to describe turbulent flow in
a bounded region of an infinite space, R3 . The resulting equation takes the
form (e.g. Frisch, 1995) ∂t E(k) = T (k) − D(k) + F (k), where ∂t denotes the
partial time derivative, T (k) is the transfer function describing energy transfer
to scale k due to nonlinear interaction of velocity fluctuations at all different
scales, D(k) = 2νk 2 E(k) describes the viscous dissipation of kinetic energy
into heat, and F (k) accounts for the energy supply to the system due to the
work of an external force. If turbulence is statistically stationary, E(k) does not
change with time at all wave numbers, k, and hence T (k) − D(k) + F (k) = 0.
In this case, energy injection and dissipation rates are balanced overall. Note
that energy supply is mostly concentrated at large scales (small k), while energy dissipation occurs at small scales (large k), see Fig. 4. Balance between
energy injection and dissipation implies that the areas under F (k) and D(k)
curves are equal. Since in Fig. 4 the energy is supplied on the left and removed
on the right, it should be transferred across the range k ∈ [kf , kη ] where
F (k) = D(k) = 0 and hence T (k) = 0, i.e. all energy incoming to k from
larger scales gets transferred to smaller scales. The range of scales that are
sufficiently distant from both kf and kη , where we expect self-similar behavior
of fluctuations, is called the inertial range. We can also define
R ∞ the kinetic energy contained at all scales smaller than a given scale as k E(κ)dκ and the
R∞
R∞
cross-scale energy flux as Π(k) = k T (κ)dκ; similarly, Φ(k) = k F (κ)dκ
R∞
and ∆(k) = k D(κ)dκ. In statistically stationary turbulence, these quantities are related: Π(k) − ∆(k) + Φ(k) = 0. In the inertial range (shown in green
in Fig. 4), the energy transfer rate is independent of scale, Π(k) = const. It is
also equal to the energy dissipation rate, , and to the energy injection rate,
hu · f i, associated with the driving force: Π(k) = ∆(0) ≡  = Φ(0) = hu · f i.
Suppose that eddies of size r participating in this energy transfer process in the inertial range have a characteristic velocity, ur , and break up on
the eddy turn-over time, τr ≡ r/ur . If the energy flux, Π(r), along the cascade is constant (we consider a statistically stationary situation) and equal
to the energy dissipation rate, , then Π(r) ∼ u2r /τr ∼ u3r /r ∼ . In terms
of the first-order velocity structure function, this can be written approximately as S1 (r) = C1 (r)1/3 , where C1 is a dimensionless constant, which
is usually called the Kolmogorov-Obukhov law Kolmogorov (1941a); Obukhov
(1941). It was pointed out by Onsager (1949) that the r1/3 law for velocity increments may reflect the lack of smoothness of the velocity field, which
is only Hölder continuous of exponent 1/3 (see, e.g., section 1.3 in Feireisl
et al. (2016) for the definition of Hölder continuous functions). Onsager was
perhaps the first to raise the issue of singularities in turbulent fluid flows
(Frisch, 1995; Eyink and Sreenivasan, 2006). Using dimensional arguments,
the Kolmogorov-Obukhov law can be extended to structure functions of ar-
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Fig. 4 Sketch of scale-by-scale energy budget in spectral space. F (k) indicates the forcing
range centered around kf , D(k) shows the dissipation range around kη = 2π/η; the inertial
range of scales in between, kf  k  kη , is shown in green.

bitrary order p as Sp (r) = Cp (r)p/3 . Similarly, the energy spectrum can be
written as E(k) = 2πk 2 |b
u(k)|2 = CK 2/3 k −5/3 , where CK is the Kolmogorov
constant. Since the dissipation scale, η (also called the Kolmogorov scale), depends only on the dissipation rate, , and on the viscosity, ν, the Kolmogorov
scale can be readily written as η = (ν 3 /)1/4 using dimensional arguments (see
Eq. (6.66) in Frisch, 1995).
It is important to emphasize that most of the scaling relations introduced
above are approximations since they were obtained phenomenologically. The
only exception is the exact expression for the third order longitudinal velock
ity structure function, S3 (r) = − 45 r, derived by Kolmogorov from the NS
equations Kolmogorov (1941b). This result, known as the four-fifths law, is
valid for homogeneous isotropic stationary turbulence in the inertial range. A
primitive form of the four-fifths law for isotropic turbulence, which served as
a stepping stone for the derivation, combines longitudinal and vector velocity
increments, hδuk (r)|δu(r)|2 i = − 43 r, and is known as the four-thirds law or
the von Kármán-Howarth relation (de Karman and Howarth, 1938).6
The third-order moment of velocity increments is special, since it depends
on the mean dissipation rate,  = hεi. Note that the local dissipation rate,
ε, is not a constant but rather a random variable with its own probability
6 A similar relation, hδu (r)[δθ(r)]2 i = − 4  r, was obtained by Yaglom (1949) for temk
3 θ
perature fluctuations in turbulent flows. Here, δθ(r) is the temperature increment and θ
is the mean dissipation rate of temperature fluctuations. An anisotropic generalization of
this relation exploited in Galtier and Banerjee (2011), ∇ · h|δu(r)|2 δu(r)i = −4, avoids
projection onto the k direction and is sometimes called the von Kármán-Howarth-Monin
relation (Frisch, 1995; Antonia et al., 1997).
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density function (PDF). Moments of order p 6= 3 depend on hεp/3 i 6= p/3 ,
and hence their scaling relations cannot be universal functions of  and ν as
they depend on the detailed structure of the ε-PDF, which may be different in
different turbulent flow realizations. This lack of universality was first noticed
by Landau in his famous remark made at a seminar in Kazan in early 1942,
where Kolmogorov has summarized his 1941 work (Landau and Lifshitz, 1987;
Frisch, 1995).
As noted by Uriel Frisch (Frisch, 1995, Section 6.2), the four-fifths law “is
one of the most important results in fully developed turbulence, because it is
both exact and non-trivial. It thus constitutes a kind of ‘boundary condition’
on theories of turbulence: such theories, to be acceptable, must either satisfy
the four-fifths law or explicitly violate the assumptions made in deriving it.”

4.4 Effects of compressibility
Turbulence in the ISM, like in many other astrophysical environments (e.g.
solar wind and stellar winds, supernova collapse, black hole accretion flows)
and in numerous terrestrial applications (e.g. supersonic mixing in scramjets, hypersonic turbulent boundary layers in high speed aerodynamics, shockturbulence interaction, inertial confinement fusion, volcanic eruptions, etc.) is
highly compressible and hence the formalism developed for incompressible fluids does not directly apply.
In incompressible turbulence, the pressure is not an autonomous thermodynamic variable, but acts as an enslaved Lagrange multiplier connected to
the solenoidal constraint on the velocity. Hence the full solution is contained
in the solenoidal (divergence-free) velocity field, see Section 2.1.3 in Sagaut
and Cambon (2018).
The next level of complexity is represented by a family of compressible
barotropic models where the pressure is a function of density only, p = p(ρ).
The specific internal energy (or rather the specific Gibbs free energy) in
barotropicR flows is interpreted as e ≡ P (ρ), where the pressure potential
ρ
P (ρ) ≡ − ρ0 p(ρ)d(1/ρ). The continuity and NS equations in this case form a
closed system and the changes to internal energy in such barotropic flows are
interpreted in a purely mechanical sense as resulting from the work done on a
volume element of a fluid. Two simple examples include an isothermal closure,
p(ρ) = c2s ρ, where the sound speed cs = const, and a family of polytropic
models, p(ρ) = aργ , where γ > 1 is the adiabatic constant and a = const > 0
(Batchelor, 1967; Feireisl, 2004). In both cases, compressibility brings along a
new scalar field, ρ, and a new vector field of dilatational (irrotational) velocity,
ud . This compressible velocity component is responsible for pressure-dilatation
effects and for the new channel of dilatational dissipation. Note that, while
ideal barotropic models provide a mathematically more tractable description
for molecular fluids, inclusion of molecular transport effects in the momentum
equation is problematic (e.g. Chandrasekhar (1951); Eyink and Drivas (2018),
see also Batchelor (1967)).
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In non-barotropic fluids, strong coupling of momentum with thermodynamics becomes important due to pressure-dilatation work (Aluie, 2013) and
baropycnal work (Lees and Aluie, 2019). This brings into play fundamentally
different energy transfer pathways, missing in the incompressible turbulence
(Sagaut and Cambon, 2018). Moreover, various constitutive equations may
bring new physical nonlinearities in addition to the usual geometric nonlinearity associated with the Eulerian description (Feireisl, 2004).
To better understand the differences between turbulent fluctuations in incompressible and compressible fluids, it is instructive to consider linearized
fluctuation modes on a uniform background. Linear decomposition (Kovásznay,
1953) yields three modes of fluctuations: (i) the vortical mode is purely incompressible, includes solenoidal velocity, usv (∇ · usv = 0), and no pressure or
density fluctuations; (ii) the acoustic mode, which includes only dilatational
velocity, uda (∇ × uda = 0), and isentropic pressure and density fluctuations;
and (iii) the entropy mode, which is a wave-like linear solution with entropy
fluctuations, no pressure fluctuations, and purely dilatational velocity, ude .
The motions in the entropy mode are induced by the viscous effects, hence in
the inviscid case ude = 0.
In the context of Helmholtz (1858) decomposition for the velocity field,
u = us + ud , one obtains us = usv and ud = uda + ude for the viscous
case. As can be seen, the solenoidal velocity component does not include the
acoustic waves, but the dilatational field is not limited to acoustic phenomena
and generally includes convective effects of heat transfer. It is worth noting
that the purely kinematic Helmholtz decomposition is exact and does not
rely on any small parameter expansion, see Chapters 2 and 3 in Sagaut and
Cambon (2018) for an in-depth discussion of various decomposition techniques
for compressible flows.
The linear modes of a uniform state we discussed above are decoupled
in the first order in amplitude but become fully coupled already in the second order due to mean gradients and nonlinear inertia terms in the dynamical equations (Moyal, 1952; Chu and Kovasznay, 1957). It should be emphasized that such modal decomposition would fail as a general approach to deal
with genuinely nonlinear dynamics of turbulence, since corresponding solutions of NS equations cannot be consistently expanded in linear modes. Even
though p
for second-order moments at relatively low turbulent Mach numbers
(M ≡ hu2 i/hcs i = 0.1 − 0.6) the predictions of the linear approximation
are accurate at a few percent level, the errors inevitably become large for
higher-order moments and as fluctuations get stronger at higher Mach numbers (Donzis and Jagannathan, 2013; Eyink and Drivas, 2018).
The solenoidal and dilatational Helmholtz projections of the velocity vector
u are locally orthogonal in Fourier space (since k·c
us (k) = 0 and k×c
ud (k) = 0)
and hence the variance hu · ui can be split into a sum of the dilatational and
solenoidal parts, regardless of the strength of the fluctuations.7 A useful diag7 The same splitting based on u and u does not work for the Reynolds stress R
s
ij ≡
d
hρui uj i, since in addition to solenoidal and dilatational stresses, there is also non-zero cross
Reynolds stress (Lele, 1994).
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nostic of compressibility levels in the energy containing range of fully developed
homogeneous turbulence is the ratio, χ ≡ hud · ud i/hus · us i. Together with Re
and M , the compressive ratio, χ, determines the scaling Donzis and Panickacheril (2019). At low Mach numbers (M < 1) the solenoidal and dilatational
modes are mostly decoupled and the statistics of turbulence depend either on
χi , corresponding to initial conditions (in decaying turbulence), or on χf , reflecting the mode mixture in the forcing (in stationary turbulence). The lack
of mode coupling allows drastically different turbulence regimes with vortical and acoustic modes mixed in different proportions controlled by external
factors.
The idea of universal scaling classes at low Mach numbers was explored in
(Donzis and Panickacheril, 2019) with a diverse set of direct numerical simulations (DNS) (including homogeneous isotropic turbulence and homogeneous
shear turbulence). In DNS of homogeneous turbulence with purely solenoidal
forcing at M ≥ 0.4, the dilatational part of the specific kinetic energy is dominated by the acoustic component. If M < 0.4, small scales are dominated by
the pseudo-sound component8 associated with hydrodynamic eddies (Wang
et al., 2017c). In all cases with solenoidal forcing, the fraction of specific kinetic energy in dilatational modes is small, χ < 0.1. When dilatational forcing
is used at M < 0.25, the compressive ratio χ can be as high as ≈ 2.5. At
M ∼ 0.6, the compressive ratio, χ, still can be as high as ∼ 1, but the nonlinear mode coupling would limit its further growth (Donzis and Panickacheril,
2019).
The energy exchange between vortical and acoustic modes further leads
to equipartition at M > 1, as predicted by Kraichnan (1955) for the inviscid case with weak excitation based on Liouville’s theorem. Since the acoustic
energy includes two equal parts (kinetic + potential) and these are in detailed equilibrium across scales (Sarkar et al., 1991; Donzis and Jagannathan,
2013), the dilatational kinetic energy associated with acoustic waves represents
only one half of the full acoustic energy. Thus the expected asymptotic equilibrium value, reflecting energy equipartition between hydrodynamic (eddies)
and acoustic (waves) parts of supersonic turbulence, is χ∞ = 1/2, which corresponds to the so-called ‘natural’ mix of the modes reproduced in simulations
of supersonic turbulence (Kritsuk et al., 2010).
A somewhat lower value of the compressive ratio, χ ≈ 0.3 was measured
in a simulation of supernova driven magnetized molecular cloud turbulence
(Pan et al., 2016). The energy injection mechanism in this simulation can be
described as stochastic thermal forcing, which is different from the standard
stochastic large-scale acceleration approach.9 The resulting compressive ratio,
8 There are hydrodynamic and acoustic pressure fluctuations. The pseudo-sound represents vortical pressure fluctuations advected with the fluid velocity, while acoustic waves
propagate at the speed of sound. In the pseudo-sound component, the dilatational velocity field is in equilibrium with the solenoidal pressure. Both types of fluctuations can be
measured by the observer.
9 Thermal forcing can also be facilitated through a generalized cooling function (a volumetric source in the energy conservation law (Kritsuk and Norman, 2002)) or through a
large-scale injection of internal energy (Wang et al., 2019).
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nevertheless, is comparable to the value found in isothermal simulations with
random solenoidal forcing at M ≈ 9 and Alfvénic Mach numbers from 3 to
5 (Kritsuk et al., 2010) and deviates from 1/2, as expected, due to different
equipartition constraints in magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence.
Thus, in fully developed compressible turbulence, the Mach number and the
compressive ratio, χ, define the scaling universality classes in subsonic regimes,
while in supersonic turbulence the compressive ratio assumes an asymptotic
value, χ∞ , which only depends on the nature of the system (e.g. the magnetization level) and does not have to depend on details of the energy injection
mechanism.
If this phenomenology is correct, in an idealized case of homogeneous supersonic turbulence in a periodic box with large-scale forcing, the energy cascade proceeds from the injection scale with dilatational and solenoidal modes
tightly coupled until the sonic scale.10 At the sonic scale, the compressive ratio
still remains close to its asymptotic ‘natural’ value; at scales below the sonic
scale the hydrodynamic and acoustic cascades fully decouples and proceeds
independently without active energy exchange.
Observational measurements of χ in molecular clouds are difficult, primarily due to projection effects. Therefore, methods developed for nearby molecular clouds for which high-sensitivity, high spatial dynamic range spectral
line observations are available, have to rely on the assumption of statistical
isotropy and hence cannot account for anisotropies caused by the magnetic
fields or large-scale energy injection (Brunt et al., 2010). Another limiting factor is the emission-weighted nature of observational data, which implies the
use of Helmholtz decomposition of the momentum density j ≡ ρu instead of
the velocity u (Brunt and Federrath, 2014). It is remarkable that the global
compressive ratio measured this way for the Orion B molecular cloud with a
mean M ∼ 6, using 13 CO(J = 1 − 0) data in the 11 × 6 pc2 area encompassing
the cloud, yields χ . 0.4 (Orkisz et al., 2017) – in reasonable agreement with
the prediction based on the energy equipartition conjecture discussed above.
4.5 Scaling relations and energy cascades in compressible turbulence
4.5.1 Numerical simulations
Most of what we know about turbulence dynamics in the local interstellar
medium comes from computer simulations. In a very abstract way such simulations provide us with at least a 12-dimensional data hyperspace (position,
time, density, pressure, velocity and magnetic field components), while observations usually yield severely reduced volumes of information, resulting from
line-of-sight projection effects and intricate convolutions (e.g. two-dimensional
emission maps or 3D position-position-velocity cubes). Because of this dramatic information loss, the only sensible approach to test models is through
10 The sonic scale, k , is defined as a scale at which the root mean squared velocity flucs
R
tuations are equal to the mean sound speed, k∞
E(k)dk = hcs i2 .
s
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systematic synthetic observations that mimic the involved convolutions in a
realistic way (e.g. Orkisz et al. (2017)).
Interstellar turbulence regimes of interest for star formation studies involve
sonic rms Mach numbers from M . 1 through ∼ 15 and Alfvénic Mach
numbers from ∼ 0.5 through ∼ 5 (Kritsuk et al., 2017). These conditions
cannot be reproduced in the laboratory, with perhaps a few exceptions (e.g.
White et al., 2019). Hence to obtain insights into the physics of interstellar
turbulence one has to pursue theoretical research and numerical experiments.
One has to keep in mind that realism of star formation simulations is limited
by the power of available computational resources and can be improved by
advances in numerical methods.
Over the past decade, well-resolved DNS of subsonic regimes with a primary focus on engineering applications have become substantially more mature, as they now routinely use high-order accurate and computationally efficient numerical methods (Wang et al., 2010a), grids up to 20483 and Taylor
microscale Reynolds numbers up to Rλ = 430. Emphasis is being placed on
creating a database with various simulation cubes populating the vast parameter space (e.g. Donzis and Jagannathan, 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Jagannathan
and Donzis, 2016; Donzis and Panickacheril, 2019; Wang et al., 2017c,b,a).
For comparison, simulations of homogeneous isotropic incompressible turbulence in a periodic box with pseudo-spectral methods aimed at improving
our understanding of turbulence small-scale structure have reached a resolution of 81923 and Rλ = 1300 in 2015 (Yeung et al., 2015). The next steps
involve a new pseudo-spectral code that scales up to a problem size of 18, 4323
on the GPU-based supercomputer Summit at ORNL and will continue to focus
on intermittency in incompressible turbulence (Yeung, 2019).
The biggest supersonic turbulence simulation to date rely on second-order
accurate finite-volume shock-capturing method implemented in the flash
code, did not include the viscous terms,11 and boosted the grid resolution to
10, 0483 in 2016 (Federrath et al., 2016). This should be compared to the first
10243 simulation of decaying transonic turbulence with the piecewise-parabolic
method (PPM) carried out in 1998 (Porter et al., 1998) to appreciate the stunning improvement in availability of computational resources achieved over the
past two decades.
4.5.2 Scaling in compressible turbulence
Early simulations of stationary transonic turbulence at M ∼ 1 revealed a
Kolmogorov-like scaling of velocity in terms of both structure functions and
power spectra (Porter et al., 2002), thereby demonstrating the compatibility
of the k −5/3 spectrum with a mild compressibility at transonic Mach numbers.
Isothermal simulations exploring supersonic regimes followed closely, but up
to mid-2000s did not have enough resolution to measure the absolute scaling
11 This type of modeling is usually called an implicit large-eddy simulation (ILES) (Sytine
et al., 2000) or a coarse DNS since the dissipation is of purely numerical origin and depends
on the numerical method used.
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exponents. Instead, they had to rely on the so-called extended self-similarity
hypothesis (Benzi et al., 1995) to boost the extent of the scaling range by
plotting Sp (r) against S3 (r), which was expected to scale linearly with the
lag r, as in the four-fifths law. This early work indicated that scaling exponents of the velocity statistics may change gradually between M ∼ 1 and ∼ 3
as the Hausdorff dimension of the most singular dissipative structures transitions from D ∼ 1 (vortex filaments) to D ∼ 2 (shock waves) (Padoan et al.,
2004). Thus the change in the scaling was attributed to intermittency. Higher
resolution simulations showed that the velocity spectra indeed get steeper
and density spectra get shallower as the turbulent Mach numbers enter the
hypersonic range (Kim and Ryu, 2005; Kritsuk et al., 2006a). However, measurements of the absolute exponent ζ3 of the third-order velocity structure
function S3 (r) ∝ rζ3 at M > 3 returned ζ3 ≈ 1.25 (Kritsuk et al., 2006b;
Boldyrev et al., 2002),12 indicating that the observed change in scaling could
not occur due to intermittency alone.
This was a clear indication that the energy transfer in supersonic regime
is mediated by density fluctuations and hence ignoring the density velocity
correlations would lead to large errors in the kinetic energy flux across scales
(von Weizsäcker, 1951; Lighthill, 1955; Henriksen, 1991; Fleck, 1996). A very
naı̈ve check to make was to consider the third-order structure function of a
density-weighted velocity, v ≡ ρ1/3 u, which happened to be linear (Kritsuk
et al., 2007a). The linear scaling at high Mach numbers was then independently
confirmed in Kowal and Lazarian (2007); Schmidt et al. (2008); Schwarz et al.
(2010); Zrake and MacFadyen (2012). These results were consistent with simple Richardson-Kolmogorov-like energy cascade phenomenology modified to
account for density fluctuations, Π(r) ∼ ρr u3r /r ∼ ρ0 , and hence triggered a
quest for exact relations describing the energy cascade in compressible turbulence.
Note that the density-velocity correlations are also present at subsonic turbulent Mach numbers, when the compressibility is weak, but their effects are
so small that the power spectra of u and v are practically indistinguishable
(Kritsuk et al., 2007b; Wang et al., 2012). At the same time, physics of highly
compressible turbulence in molecular clouds stimulated numerical experiments
at high Mach numbers, which eventually led to the discovery of new fundamental scaling laws.
The first non-trivial step needed to extend Kolmogorov’s phenomenology to
compressible turbulence was the interpretation of the four-fifth law; namely,
whether the velocity, u, should be carried over to the compressible case as
velocity or as momentum, j ≡ ρu (or as both).
Taking the latter approach, Falkovich et al. (2010) derived a series of new
exact relations for fluxes and densities of conserved variables. A particular case
relevant to the cascading of mean squared momentum, h|j|2 /2i, injected by
external forcing, produced the following exact law: ∇r · h(j · j 0 )u0 + c2s ρ0 ji =
12 A similar slope was also obtained in simulations by W.-C. Müller (2005, private communication).
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−hρρ0 i. While this relation reduces to the four-fifths law in the incompressible
limit, it does not yield a desired universal scaling law for compressible turbulence. Indeed, it can be readily seen that scaling of the density autocorrelation
function in the r.h.s. varies with the Mach number, as does the slope of the
density power spectrum (Kim and Ryu, 2005), see also Wagner et al. (2012);
Kritsuk et al. (2013b). One can also argue that j 2 is not a conserved quantity and hence plays no obvious dynamically important role in compressible
turbulence (Eyink and Drivas, 2018). Quite a variety of anomalous balance relations for compressible turbulence can be derived. Even though they recover
the von Kármán-Howarth-Monin relation in the incompressible limit, most of
them may appear physically irrelevant.
4.5.3 Total energy as an ideal invariant
A more traditional interpretation of the four-fifths law in terms of the kinetic
energy transfer poses its own challenges when an extension to the compressible
case is attempted. First, the kinetic energy is not an ideal invariant of the
compressible system, but instead the total energy, E = K +U = hρu·u/2+ρei,
is invariant. Second, both kinetic, K, and internal, U , energy terms are not
quadratic. Finally, in the isothermal case, the specific free energy per unit mass
e = c2s ln(ρ/ρ0 ) is not sign-definite. Note that including the fluctuations of
magnetic field, b, would further add the magnetic energy, M , to the invariant,
E = K+M +U = hρu·u/2+b·b/8π+ρei, and this new term is quadratic. Same
is true for including the effects of self-gravity represented by the fluctuations
of the free-fall acceleration, g, which adds a negative quadratic contribution
of the potential energy, −W , to the total energy, E = K + M + U − W =
hρu · u/2 + b · b/8π + ρe − g · g/8πGi. The full self-gravitating MHD system
would also include the magnetic induction equation and the Poisson equation,
which do not add new nonlinearities.
4.5.4 Kinetic energy spectra and correlation functions
Let us first consider the kinetic energy, K = hρu · ui/2, which can be decomposed into solenoidal, dilatational, and mean components by introducing a new
√
variable, w ≡ ρu, and applying Helmholtz decomposition, w = ws +wd +wo
(Kida and Orszag, 1990, 1992; Miura and Kida, 1995). The kinetic energy is
then the sum of these three components K = K̃s + K̃d + K̃o , where K̃s =
hws2 i/2, K̃d = hwd2 i/2, and K̃o = hwo2 i/2. The spectrum of kinetic energy
2
b
can be defined in terms of the Fourier transform of w as K̃(k) = |w(k)|
/2,
and in the isotropic case K̃(k) = 4πk 2 K̃(k). The total kinetic energy spectrum Rthen includes two familiar components, K̃(k) = K̃s (k) + K̃d (k), and
∞
K = 0 K̃(k)dk + K̃o . This w-based decomposition is not unique (Sagaut
and Cambon, 2018), but convenient since it enforces the positive-definiteness
of the compressive and rotational kinetic energies. For that reason, w has been
often used to compute the kinetic energy spectrum in compressible turbulence
(e.g. Cook and Zhou, 2002; Wang et al., 2013; Grete et al., 2017; Mittal and
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Girimaji, 2019). Empirically, it was noticed that in supersonic turbulence K̃(k)
shows a very strong “bottleneck” (present in both K̃s (k) and K̃d (k) spectra),
which can be traced to shock fronts (section 3.5 in Kritsuk et al., 2007a).
While the linear momentum, j, is continuous across shock fronts, any massweighted velocity, ρα u, with α 6= 1 is discontinuous. It is therefore likely that
strong small-scale autocorrelation of w caused by the fractional weight ρα with
α = 1/2 is responsible for the “bottleneck” in K̃(k). Note that the compression factors across isothermal shocks can be very high (ρ2 /ρ1 ∼ Mshock 2 ) and
therefore the effect can be strong in supersonic regimes. In contrast, in subsonic turbulence, both u- and w-based decompositions yield similar results,
making mass weighting impractical.
Similar effects of symmetric mass weighting appear in the scaling of third
order moments (Kritsuk et al., 2013b). While the mixed structure function
h(δj · δu)δuk i showed a clean extended linear scaling range, h|δvk |3 i displayed
only an approximately linear scaling overall with no clear linear range (fig. 6
in Kritsuk et al., 2013b). The failure of the v-based approach to capture the
desired universal scaling in simulations of supersonic turbulence suggests that
fractional mass weighting should be avoided.
Generally speaking, there is no fundamental a priori reason to favor one
definition of the kinetic energy correlation function over another. The problem
we are facing here is similar to the problem of statistical averaging in variable
density fluid turbulence (see e.g. chapter 5 in Chassaing et al., 2002) and it is
not yet clear what will eventually represent the best way forward. However,
some guidance can be found in numerical simulations.
Similar issues arise when coarse-graining is used instead of point-splitting13
as a convenient regularization that removes short-distance divergences. The
coarse-graining approach was pursued by Aluie (2011); Aluie et al. (2012);
Aluie (2013) and more recently by Eyink and Drivas (2018) also to yield an
analogue to Kolmogorov’s four-fifths law for compressible fluid turbulence. The
Favre scale-decomposition framework (Favre, 1983) separates the “resolved”
kinetic energy, 21 hji2r /hρir ≤ 12 hj · uir , from the “unresolved” or “subscale”
kinetic energy represented by a second-order Favre cumulant, 12 [hj · uir −
hji2r /hρir ]. When the coarse-graining operation14 h·ir is applied to scale r that
falls in the inertial range, the cumulant (or the so-called “subscale stress”) is
interpreted as an effective inertial range dissipation of kinetic energy (Eyink
and Drivas, 2018).
However, the mass-weighted Favre filtering is not the only way to decompose scales and regularize the equations. Alternatives include (but are not
limited to): 21 hρir hui2r , 12 hwi2r , 12 hjir · huir , 12 hρir h|u|2 ir , or linear combina13 In this context, point-splitting regularization refers to the use of two-point statistics
(such as correlation functions, structure functions, and power spectra) when the products
of fields at the same spatial (temporal) location are not mathematically well-defined.
R
14 The coarse-graining operation is a simple convolution hai (x, t) =
φr (y)a(x + y, t)dy
r
R
3
with a smooth mollifier φr (y) = φ(y/r)/r such that φr (y)dy = 1. This type of smooth
filtering with compact support in space is used to single out the large scale component of a
field variable a(x, t) corresponding to length scales > r.
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tions thereof. Based on the so-called inviscid criterion (Aluie, 2013), Zhao
and Aluie (2018) showed that the first two decompositions (Reynolds- and
w-based) fail to capture the inertial range, if density variations are significant.
The key idea behind the inviscid criterion is that the scale-decomposition of
momentum and kinetic energy should guarantee that viscous contributions
are negligible at large enough length-scales, which is necessary for the study of
inertial range dynamics. The numerical evidence presented by Zhao and Aluie
(2018) is consistent with similar indications from point-splitting approach that
we discussed above. This can explain the difficulty of w-based point-splitting
analysis in Grete et al. (2017) and Schmidt and Grete (2019) to capture a
reasonably extended inertial range.
Note that the so-called transport-selected regrouping (or mixed-weighted
decomposition introduced by Chassaing, 1985), using Reynolds averaging for
the transporting agent (e.g. the advection velocity) and Favre averaging for
the convected function (e.g. a momentum component), 12 hjir · huir , has yet to
be evaluated with respect to the inviscid criterion. However, its point-splitting
counterpart is known to yield robust inertial range in supersonic turbulence
(Kritsuk et al., 2013b).
Getting back to the point-splitting approach, let us consider an alternative
definition of the kinetic energy correlation function, K(r) = Rju (r)/2, using
the symmetric part of the cross-covariance of linear momentum density and
velocity, Rju (r) ≡ h[j(x) · u(x + r) + j(x + r) · u(x)]i/2. It was used by
Graham et al. (2010); Galtier and Banerjee (2011); Banerjee and Galtier (2013,
2014, 2017); Andrés and Sahraoui (2017); Banerjee and Kritsuk (2017); Andrés
et al. (2018a); Banerjee and Kritsuk (2018); Andrés et al. (2018b) to derive
exact relations for energy transfer in compressible turbulence analogous the
von Kármán-Howarth-Monin relation we introduced earlier. This approach
does not suffer from artificial
“bottleneck” in theikinetic energy cospectrum,
h
b
d
b ∗ (k) + b
b (k) /4 since linear momentum
K(k) = Rju (k)/2 = j(k) · u
j ∗ (k) · u
decouples from the velocity at shock fronts.15 It also recovers the detailed
small-scale magnetic-kinetic energy equipartition, K(k) ≈ M (k), in an 10243
MHD turbulence simulation at M ≈ 10 and plasma β0 = 2, previously plagued
by a large excess in the kinetic energy spectrum, K̃(k), computed using the
Fourier transform of w (e.g. fig. 3g in Kritsuk et al., 2009).
4.5.5 Internal energy spectra and correlation functions
The same diversity of formally allowed definitions equally applies to the twopoint correlation function of thermodynamic energy. A set of options to split
the non-quadratic combination of ρe betwen points x and x0 = x+r discussed
in the literature includes: (i) hρe0 i (Galtier and Banerjee, 2011; Banerjee and
15 Here, ∗ denotes the complex conjugate and we used the convolution theorem to cast the
Fourier transform of the correlation function Rju (r) using the Fourier transforms of j and
u. Using the symmetric cross-covariance makes sure that the spectral
R kinetic energy density,
K(k), is real. Finally, it follows from Parseval’s theorem that K = K(k)dk = Rju (0)/2.
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Galtier, 2013, 2017; Andrés and Sahraoui, 2017; Andrés et al., 2018a; Banerjee
and Kritsuk, 2018; Andrés et√al., 2018b), (ii) hρcs c0s i/γ(γ − 1) (Banerjee and
√
Galtier, 2014), and (iii) h ρcs ρ0 c0s i/γ(γ−1) (Schmidt and Grete, 2019; Mittal
and Girimaji, 2019). The most popular option (i) uses point splitting between
a conserved variable ρ and the specific thermodynamic energy e. Option (ii)
mimics the momentum-velocity point splitting for the kinetic energy by replacing the velocity u with the sound speed cs . It was suggested for systems
with polytropic turbulence and cannot be applied to isothermal fluids where
cs is constant. Option (iii) is analogous to the w-based splitting of the kinetic
energy correlator, where the velocity is also replaced by the sound speed.
In contrast to the kinetic energy correlation function, where centering of the
velocity and momentum (hui = 0, hji = 0) can be achieved by a proper choice
of the reference frame, the thermodynamic energy requires an appropriate decomposition of turbulent fluctuations from uniform background. This issue,
overlooked in the early works on energy transfer in isothermal compressible
turbulence, was exposed in (Banerjee and Kritsuk, 2017), where the thermodynamic energy correlation function was defined as Rρe (r) = hρei/2 + hρe0 +
ρ0 ei/4. In the single-point limit, we get Rρe (0) = hρei, as needed, and the first
term in Rρe (r) describes a single-point contribution required by the presence
of a nontrivial uniform background in the homogeneous case. It can be readily
shown with data from numerical simulations that using R̃ρe (r) = hρe0 + ρ0 ei/2
instead of Rρe (r) would break the acoustic energy equipartition Sarkar et al.
(1991) at small scales, where turbulence is strongly dominated by the acoustic mode (Falkovich and Kritsuk, 2017; Kritsuk, 2019). Moreover, incorrect
uniform background removal adds spurious source terms to the scale-by-scale
energy balance equation (Kritsuk and Banerjee, 2020).
We can now use Rρe (r) to define the thermodynamic energy spectral dend
sity for an isothermal fluid as a cospectrum of ρ and e, U (k) = R
ρe (k) =
∗
∗
[b
ρ(k)b
e (k) + ρb (k)b
e(k)] /4. From Parseval’s
rule,
we
have
for
the
thermodyR
namic energy of fluctuations: U = U (k)dk.
4.5.6 Scale-by-scale energy balance and energy cascades
As a simple example, let us consider energy cascade in compressible homogeneous isothermal turbulence. The relevant ideal invariant in this case is the total energy, E = K +U = hρu2 /2+ρei, where e = c2s ln(ρ/ρ0 ). The energy spectral density of turbulent fluctuations is given by K(k) and U (k) defined above.
To describe the scale-by-scale energy balance, one can use the same equation
we introduced for the incompressible case, ∂t E(k) = T (k) − D(k) + F (k),
but with the transfer, forcing, and dissipation functions taken from Banerjee and Kritsuk (2017). Similar equations can be written for the kinetic and
thermodynamic energy balance, but these will include the energy exchange
(cross) terms, X(k), which cancel out in the total energy balance: ∂t K(k) =
TK (k) − D(k) + F (k) − XK→U (k) and ∂t U (k) = TU (k) + XK→U (k). The
total transfer function T (k) = TK (k) + TU (k). The cross-scale total energy
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R∞
flux is defined in a familiar way, Π(k) = k T (κ)dκ, and also includes two
components, Π(k) = ΠK (k) + ΠU (k).
This formalism can be readily used to analyze data from simulations of
stationary homogeneous compressible turbulence (e.g. Falkovich and Kritsuk,
2017; Kritsuk, 2019; Kritsuk and Banerjee, 2020) and similar analysis can also
be carried out in the configuration space (e.g. Kritsuk et al., 2013b, 2015).
By computing statistics of T (k), D(k), and F (k) from the simulation data,
one can get direct access to detailed picture of energy injection, transfer, and
dissipation across scales, including the limits on the inertial range, direction of
the cascade, possible coexistence of several independent energy cascades, etc.
Unique physical definitions of relevant spectral energy densities (or correlation
functions) provide means to explore detailed equipartition between various
energy components of turbulent fluctuations. It is worth noting that traditional
power spectra of density, velocity, and weighted velocity (e.g. v or w) do not
bear a large fraction of that information.
Including self-gravity of the gas and magnetic fields in this analysis does
not pose any major technical challenges since both magnetic and gravitational
potential energy components are quadratic and Poisson’s equation is linear
(see Banerjee and Kritsuk (2017, 2018), where the corresponding formalism is
developed). It is worth noting that fluctuations of g and b are correlated with
other fluctuating quantities in compressible turbulence, hence it is conceptually incorrect to talk about turbulence, gravity, and magnetic fields as separate
factors regulating star formation in turbulent molecular clouds. It should be
also mentioned that application of virial theorem (McKee and Zweibel, 1992)
to such clouds (or clumps within them), while ignoring the surface terms (Dib
et al., 2007), would lead to confusing results (Ballesteros-Paredes, 2006; Kritsuk et al., 2013a) since this is equivalent to setting Π(r) = 0 at the cloud
size scale r. Thus the whole concept of virial equilibrium in the context of
turbulent molecular clouds or their substructure should be taken with a grain
of salt. Instead, the formalism describing energy transfer in self-gravitating
MHD turbulence developed in (Banerjee and Kritsuk, 2017, 2018; Kritsuk
et al., 2017) should be used. It shows that the role of self-gravity of the gas
can be two-fold: (i) it can provide kinetic energy injection in a wide range of
scales (wide-band forcing) and (ii) it can work as a trigger of dynamic gravitational collapse at small scales, where collapsing objects decouple from the
general turbulent field and the dilatational velocity component ud gets locally
enslaved by the gravitational acceleration g, leading to small-scale equipartition of the kinetic energy and gravitational potential energy of the collapsing
material, K(k) ∼ W (k) at k > kcrit (Banerjee and Kritsuk, 2017).

4.6 Bibliographical notes
Our discussion of interstellar turbulence merely provides an overview of the
recent progress achieved in the last decade, while the reader is referred to recent books and review articles on the subject. Excellent reviews on interstellar
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turbulence can be found in Elmegreen and Scalo (2004) and in Chapter 13 of
Lequeux (2005); recent accounts of supersonic turbulence in the star formation
context are given in Mac Low and Klessen (2004); McKee and Ostriker (2007);
Hennebelle and Falgarone (2012); Padoan et al. (2014); Federrath (2018); The
role of magnetic fields in molecular cloud formation and evolution is reviewed
in Hennebelle and Inutsuka (2019). For general theoretical background on incompressible turbulence, see Frisch (1995); for magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
turbulence, see Biskamp (2003); Beresnyak and Lazarian (2019); for an upto-date overview of compressible turbulence, see Chapters 2, 3, and 13-16 in
Sagaut and Cambon (2018) and a technical perspective in Chen et al. (2015).
Current status of research in MHD turbulence theory and numerical experiments including supersonic MHD turbulence is covered in Beresnyak (2019);
Lazarian et al. (2020); recent work on compressibility effects in molecular
cloud and MHD turbulence is reviewed in Galtier (2018). Finally, Alexakis
and Biferale (2018) is an excellent introduction to cascades and transitions in
turbulent fluid flows which are not exactly homogeneous and isotropic, presenting new opportunities for addressing interesting situations in astrophysics,
including large-scale turbulence in galactic disks.

5 Magnetic fields
5.1 Introduction and observational facts
Galaxies and thus the interstellar medium in galaxies are permeated by magnetic fields (Fletcher et al., 2011; Beck, 2015). First observational evidence for
the magnetisation of the ISM dates back to Hall (1949), Hiltner (1949), and
Davis and Greenstein (1951), who found that polarization of starlight seems to
increase with reddening and to be correlated spatially, in polarization fraction
and even more so angle. More recent observations of the interstellar medium
and star forming regions allow to quantify the field strength and geometry
(Crutcher, 1999; Bourke et al., 2001; Heiles and Crutcher, 2005; Troland and
Crutcher, 2008; Crutcher, 2012; Beck, 2015; Haverkorn, 2015; Planck Collaboration et al., 2018). Using polarised synchrotron of electrons, thermal dust
emission as well as starlight polarization in extinction, we are able to reconstruct the orientation of the magnetic field in the plane of the sky. The strength
can be determined using Faraday rotation and the Zeeman effect, where the
former one is mainly used on galactic scales and the diffuse ISM, whereas
the latter one is applied in determining the field strength in dense clouds.
Observations on galactic scales reveal large-scale fields, which follow the spiral structure of galactic arms (Beck, 2009; Fletcher et al., 2011). The field
strength of this coherent magnetic field component ranges from a few up to a
few tens of µG (Fletcher et al., 2011). In the diffuse interstellar medium fields
with intensities of 0.1 to 10 µG have been observed (Crutcher, 2012) with very
little correlation of the field strength with gas density. For column densities
above 1022 cm−2 the scatter remains large between individual measurements
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but there is a clear tendency of the maximum field strength to increases up to
the mG regime. The scaling of the maximum field strength is consistent with
the field compression in the ideal MHD approximation, which we will further
explain below. The formation of stars is thus likely to be tightly connected to
the evolution of magnetic fields. Recent reviews by Hennebelle and Inutsuka
(2019) and Krumholz and Federrath (2019) focus on the impact of magnetic
fields from molecular clouds down to the formation of stars and the resulting
initial stellar mass function. The review by Wurster and Li (2018) explicitly
discusses magnetized protostellar discs. In the following we provide a theoretical background and some basic implications of how magnetic fields influence
the star formation process.

5.2 Theoretical background
5.2.1 Magneto-hydrodynamics
The basic equations describing electro-magnetism are Maxwell’s equations. In
Gaussian cgs units their differential form reads
4πj + ∂E/∂t = c∇ × B
∂B/∂t = −c∇ × E

(34)
(35)

∇ · E = 4πρe

(36)

∇·B =0

(37)

Here, E and B are the electric and magnetic field vector, j is the electrical
current density and ρe the charge density. Equation (34) is Ampère’s circuital
law, which relates the magnetic field around a closed loop to the electric current passing through the loop. Equation (35) is known as Faraday’s law of
induction. Gauss’ law in equation (36) describes the charge density as the
source of the electric field. And finally, Equation (37) describes the magnetic
field to be source-free.
Many astrophysical systems are strongly electrically conducting, and so is
the interstellar medium. In the limit of an infinite conductivity, this results in
an effectively vanishing electric field. Any small electric field would immediately result in a strong current until the electric field has vanished. We note
that the electric field only vanishes in the comoving frame of the fluid. An
observer moving relative to the fluid with a speed v could observe an electric
field,
E = −v × B/c.
(38)
The magnetic field (B) and inducition (H) are related via the dimensionless
relative permeability µ, B = µH. Similarly, the electric field (E) and the electric displacement (D) are connected by relative permittivity , so D = E.
In most astrophysical applications and so in the ISM both proportionality parameters are very close to unity, which allows to ignore the distinction between
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magnetic field strength and magnetic induction as well as between electric field
and electric displacement.
Combining equations (35) and (38) yields the induction equation
∂B
= ∇ × (v × B),
∂t

(39)

which describes the changes of the magnetic field in the presence of a velocity
field v in a perfectly conducting fluid. This approximations is known as ideal
MHD.
In this limit of ideal MHD we can picture the magnetic field lines to be
frozen in the gas flow. This allows the gas and the magnetic field to dynamically interact and transfer momentum and energy. The Lorentz force per unit
volume reads
1
j×B
c
1
=
(∇ × B) × B
4π
1
1
(B · ∇)B ,
= − ∇B 2 +
8π
4π
| {z } |
{z
}

FL =

pressure term

(40)
(41)
(42)

curvature term

which is a force per unit volume of the fluid exerted on a globally electrically
neutral, conducting fluid by the magnetic field. The formulation in the last
line illustrates the contribution to the Lorentz force by the gradient of the
magnetic pressure (B 2 /8π) and the curvature of the field. The pressure term
can be understood in analogy to thermal pressure where the field lines provide
a force per area against compression. The magnetic tension is a restoring force
that acts to straighten bent field lines.
The equations of motion for ideal MHD compared to hydrodynamics can
be described by adding only the magnetic field to the set of equations, i.e.
without reference to other components of the Maxwell’s equations. In addition,
the induction equation is added as a separate evolution equation for B,
∂ρ
+ ∇ · (ρv) = 0
∂t







∂ρv
B2
BB T 


T
I−
+ ∇ · ρvv + Pth +
 = ρg
∂t
8π
4π 

|
{z
}
Ptot

∂e
+∇·
∂t




ρv 2
B2
Pth
B (v · B)
u+
+
+
v−
= ρv · g
2
8π
ρ
4π
∂B
− ∇ × (v × B) = 0,
∂t
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with the gas density ρ, the gas velocity v, and the gravitational acceleration
g. The thermal energy density is denoted by u, the total energy density
e=u+

B2
ρv 2
+
,
2
8π

(43)

and the thermal pressure by Pth . The notation BB T is the dyadic product of
two vectors. The total pressure is
Ptot = Pth +

B2
8π

and we close the system with the equation of state
Pth = (γ − 1) ρ e.
5.2.2 Non-ideal MHD effects
The limit of ideal MHD holds for large regions of the interstellar medium,
where the gas is partially ionised. The ions gyrate around the magnetic field
lines with the cyclotron frequency and are tied to the field lines. Contrary, the
neutrals do not experience the Lorentz force and can move independent of the
magnetic field. In principle, this allows for relative motions between the ions
and neutrals, which is called ion-neutral drift or ambipolar diffusion with a
drift velocity
1 (∇ × B) × B
FL
=
.
(44)
va ≡ vi − v =
γρρi
4π
γρρi
Here, ρ and ρi are the density of the neutrals and the ions, and γ is a friction
coefficient (Mouschovias and Paleologou, 1981; Balbus, 2009). However, ions
and neutrals are coupled via collisions and an efficient transfer of momentum
between them would effectively also couple the neutrals to the field lines and
the relative drift can be small or negligible compared to other speeds in the
system. How efficient this coupling is depends on the degree of ionisation. From
dimensional arguments the typical time reads
τa =

L
4πγρρi L2
∼
va
B2

(45)

with the characteristic length at scale L. Using a numerical value of γ =
3 × 1013 cm3 s−1 s−1 (Draine et al., 1983) and typical values for a star forming
core (L ∼ 0.1 pc, ρ ∼ 10−19 g cm−3 , ρi = 10−23 g cm−3 , B ∼ 100 µG) this
time scale estimate yields ∼ 100 Myr, which is much longer than the turbulent
crossing time tturb = L/vturb ∼ 0.1 Myr for a turbulent velocity of 1 km s−1 .
For a lower ion density of the ions (e.g. ρi = 10−25 g cm−3 ) and a five times
stronger field both time scales become comparable. At what scale in under
what conditions ambipolar diffusion becomes relevant is still debated.
Besides ambipolar diffusion we would like to mention two further processes,
namely Hall drift and Ohmic resistivity, that become important only in the
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densest regions of star formation such as the in protostellar discs. We refer the
reader to the review by Wurster and Li (2018) for details and their importance
on scales below ∼ 100 au. The Hall drift described the effect when the massive
particles (ions and charged grains) decouple from the magnetic field, whereas
the electrons are still tight to the field lines. This results in relative motions
between electrons and ions,
vH = ve − vi = −

c ∇×B
j
=−
e ne
4π e ne

(46)

with the electron charge e and electron number density ne .
When all charged components (ions, electrons and charged grains) decouple from the magnetic field, Ohmic resistivity, ηO becomes important. The
induction equation can thus be extended to (e.g. Spruit, 2013; Wurster and
Li, 2018)
∂B
= ∇ × [(v + vH + va ) × B − ηO ∇ × B] .
(47)
∂t
We would like to highlight that all non-ideal MHD effects allow for a drift
between magnetic field lines and the gas. During the collapse of a gas cloud
the non-ideal MHD effects therefore allow for a weaker field compared to the
ideal MHD approximation.
5.2.3 Weak and strong fields
In order to investigate the importance of the field in a dynamical system it is
useful to compare quantitatively the energy density in the magnetic field with
the thermal and kinetic counterpart.
The magnetization of the gas is accompanied by magnetic waves travelling
through the medium. The nature of the magnetic field allows for two types of
waves, namely Alfvén waves and magneto-sonic waves. In order to determine
the speeds of the waves one usually considers a uniform magnetic field in
a uniform background material and investigates the transport effects of small
perturbations. For a mathematical derivation we refer the reader to Shu (1992)
and Spruit (2013). Alvén waves are transverse and travel along the field lines
because of the magnetic tension like waves travel along a string. Alfvén waves
propagate at a speed of
B
vA = √
(48)
4πρ
and have the property that pressure and density perturbations vanish in the
derivation. This means that Alfvén waves are incompressible. Their amplitudes
are perpendicular to the unperturbed magnetic field as well as to the direction
of propagation.
For magneto-sonic waves the perturbations in pressure and density do not
vanish. They can be regarded as the compressive counterpart in analogy to
thermal sound waves in a non-magnetised fluid. Magneto-sonic waves are characterized by the angle between the magnetic field and the direction of propagation (cos θ) as well as the ratio of thermal sound speed cs to Alfvén speed.
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The solution of the dispersion relation in the perturbation analysis yields two
different modes, which are called the fast mode with a speed

2 1/2
uf = c2s + vA
(49)
and a slow mode with a speed
u2s =

2
c2s vA
2
2 cos θ.
c2s + vA

(50)

An often used quantity is the ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure, which
is known as plasma-β
Pth
c2
(51)
β=
∝ 2s ,
Pmag
vA
where cs is the speed of sound. The analogue of the sonic Mach number,
cs
M=
.
(52)
vA
is the Alfvénic Mach number,
MA =

v
.
vA

(53)

For β  1 the effects of the magnetic field are small. Depending on the Mach
number, the system is either determined by the thermal pressure (M  1) or
by the kinetic motions (M  1). the latter one is also called the kinematic
limit.
5.3 Magnetic fields and gravity
In the presence of gravity, it is instructive to compare gravitational and magnetic energy. For a uniform cloud with gravitational energy Eg = 3GM 2 /(5R)
and magnetic energy Emag = B 2 V /(8π) the ratio
 2
M
M2
Eg
,
(54)
∝ 2 4 ∝
Emag
B R
Φ
is proportional to the square of the mass-to-flux ratio. It is important to stress
the importance of flux freezing in this context. If the gas can drift perpendicular to the field lines the mass of a contracting core can increase without
changing the magnetic flux. This ratio is therefore most useful in the the ideal
MHD approximation. The mass-to-flux ratio is often expressed in units of the
critical value
M/Φ
µ=
,
(55)
(M/Φ)crit
where the critical value is (Mouschovias and Spitzer, 1976)
 
 1/2
M
c1 5
=
,
Φ crit
3π G

(56)
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with a numerical dimensionless parameter c1 ≈ 0.53. Structures with µ < 1
are called magnetically subcritical, whereas µ > 1 refers to supercritical regions. It is important to note that the mass is a volume quantity, whereas
the magnetic flux is a surface quantity, which makes the critical value to be
dependent on the geometry of the region under consideration. The above estimate is based on spherical symmetry and different numerical values have
been obtained for spheroids (Mouschovias and Spitzer, 1976) and thin sheets
(Nakano and Nakamura, 1978).

5.4 Field amplification and magnetic dynamo
There are two fundamental processes that can enhance the magnetic field
strength: the first being adiabatic compression (assuming flux freezing), the
second being the magnetic dynamo. Whereas adiabatic compression in idealized cases can explain the observed field strength going from galactic scales
down to star forming regions, it is unlikely to be the only amplification process:
In particular it will not work to attain the µG fields at Galactic scales. Given
the complicated (turbulent) motions it is likely that field is also amplified by
dynamo processes.
We estimate the magnetic field strength based on adiabatic compression.
Let us assume that the diffuse gas in molecular clouds (ρ ∼ 10 cm−3 , B ∼
1 µG) is compressed to protostellar cloud densities of 106 cm−3 in the turbulent
ISM due to gravitational forces. In the case of isotropic motions the magnetic
field scales as ρ2/3 , which would enhance the average field strength to ∼ 2 mG.
This estimate is at the upper end of the observed relation but still consistent
it (Crutcher, 2012).
The adiabatic compression can account locally for strong fields, but the
magnetic diffusivity is not entirely zero, even if over a typical dynamical time
scale the approximation of ideal MHD is valid. Slow but steady diffusion of field
lines with respect to the gas flow will eventually reduce the local field strength
by evolving towards a low energy configuration. In addition reconnection of the
field lines will result in topological changes of the field structure that overall
minimize the energy. Therefore, the dynamical interaction of the fluid flow
and a resulting field amplification is needed in order to explain the observed
fields. The field amplification can be split into an amplification based on simple
fluid flows on the one hand and complex turbulent flows on the other hand,
where the latter one is typically referred to as turbulent dynamo. In general,
the field amplification and its limitations are relatively complex and we refer
to Spruit (2013), Chiuderi and Velli (2015) or Brandenburg et al. (2012) for
further reading. Here, we only illustrate the basic principle of the two main
models of the magnetic dynamo.
small-scale dynamo : The small-scale dynamo naturally acts in plasmas, in
which magnetic fields are coupled to the fluid flow. Assume a magnetic flux
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tube with length l and cross section A embedded in gas with density ρ. Conservation of mass implies ρAl = constant; conservation of magnetic flux in
the ideal MHD limit forces BA to remain constant. If velocity fluctuations
cause the flux tube to be stretched, the length increases and if the density
does not change perceptibly, the cross section decreases, which in turn causes
the field strength to increase. This amplification process can continue as long
as the time scale for the diffusion of field lines (τdiff ∼ ld2 /η) is larger than
the dynamical time scale for stretching the flux tubes (τdyn ∼ l/v). Equating
−1/2
the two time scales yields ld ∼ lRM , where the magnetic Reynolds number
is defined as RM = vl/η. For most of the ISM and star forming regions the
magnetic Reynolds number is large, so ld  l, so we expect efficient dynamo
action in the ISM (Brandenburg et al., 2012; Subramanian, 2019).
mean field dynamo : In order to investigate the evolution of the mean field,
we decompose the magnetic field into a mean and a fluctuating component,
B = B + δB. The velocity field is decomposed analogously, v = v + δv. The
time evolution of the mean field is then given by (e.g. Brandenburg, 2018;
Subramanian, 2019)
∂B
= ∇ × (v × B + E − η∇ × B),
∂t

(57)

where E = δv × δB. By choosing an appropriate closure to express E in terms
of the mean field B and the mean flow v, the typical growth times in disc
galaxies are of the order of 108 − 109 yr, see for example Subramanian (2019).
5.5 Effects of magnetic fields in star-forming regions
The dynamical impact of the magnetic field in the star formation process
encompasses several aspects. On galactic scales the strength of the magnetic
field is independent of the gas density (Troland and Heiles, 1986; Crutcher
et al., 2010). The field follows the large scale flows of the galactic rotation
and is mainly ordered on scales of hundreds of parsecs (Beck, 2009; Fletcher
et al., 2011; Beck, 2012) with field strengths of a few µG. Here, the magnetic
pressure supplements the thermal pressure against gravitational compression,
which slows down the formation of dense and cold gas (e.g. Hill et al., 2012),
in particular molecular gas (Girichidis et al., 2018). In addition to this delay
the gas structures show smoother distributions if they are magnetized (e.g.
Pardi et al., 2017). The individual fragments in the ISM, the filaments and
clouds are generally more massive compared to the hydro case because the
field reduces the degree of fragmentation from the diffuse gas down to the first
hydrostatic core (e.g. Commerçon et al., 2011). In the low-density regime, in
which self-gravity is not dominating, the probability distribution function is
broadened in the magnetic compared the hydrodynamic case, albeit with a
generally weak global impact (Molina et al., 2012). The authors compared
turbulence simulations with and without magnetic fields showing that mainly
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the low-density range of the distribution is affected. At high densities the
PDF develops a powerlaw tail (Klessen and Burkert, 2001; Slyz et al., 2005;
Kainulainen et al., 2009; Girichidis et al., 2014; Schneider et al., 2015) due
to the strong contraction driven by self-gravity. This range is hardy affected
by magnetic fields. The reduced degree of fragmentation is propagated from
the scale of GMC down to the scales of protostellar cores (Commerçon et al.,
2011; Peters et al., 2014).
6 Gravity
Concerning gravitational forces we have to consider several aspects. On galactic scales we have to account for the gravitational attraction towards the galactic midplane, which is mainly caused by the disc as a whole and more specifically the stellar disc. In the Milky Way the stellar surface density is a factor
of three larger than the gas surface density. For the hot and the warm diffuse
gas, self gravity is not important. Turbulent motions and gravity on galactic
scales like spiral density waves generate the seeds for molecular clouds that
form close to the midplane in the dense sprial arms. Cooling results in lower
thermal pressure support, but the molecular clouds as a whole are mostly still
not gravitationally bound. Only the densest structures in the clouds are dynamically dominated by self-gravity and start to collapse if the gravitational
compression exceeds the opposing pressure forces such as magnetic and thermal contributions and rotational support. Here we focus on the basic principles
of self-gravitating isothermal gas dynamics.
6.1 Ratio of thermal and gravitational energies
We start by computing the ratio between the thermal energy,
Etherm =

M
kB T ∝ R3 P ∝ R3 ρΓ ∝ R3−3Γ
(γ − 1)mp

(58)

and the gravitational counterpart Egrav = −(3/5)M 2 G/R, with the cloud
mass M , the radius R, the mean mass per particle mp , the temperature T
and the pressure P . The Boltzmann constant is kB and the adiabatic index γ
depends on the number of internal degrees of freedom of the gas. Assuming a
polytropic gas, the thermal pressure is P = KρΓ with Γ being the effective
adiabatic exponent including cooling processes. With this expression we find
Etherm
∝ R4−3Γ .
Egrav

(59)

The scaling with R revelas that Γ = 4/3 is a critical case below which thermal
pressure is unable to support the cloud against gravitational collapse because
of a decreasing ratio of thermal support to gravitational energy with increasing
radius. While this is true for the isothermal case, Γ = 1, the gravitational
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collapse will be halted by thermal pressure as soon as the gas is unable to cool
efficiently any more, which occurs when the gas becomes optically thick and
the heating doe to compression cannot be radiated away. We note that for a
monoatomic gas Γ ' γ = 5/3 and for a diatomic one Γ ' γ = 7/5.
6.2 Jeans length, Jeans mass and freefall time
The Jeans length (Jeans, 1902; Lequeux, 2005) is obtained via a linear analysis
of the self-gravitating fluid equations. For a uniform cloud with density ρ0 ,
radius R, and sound speed cs a linear analysis leads to the dispersion relation
ω 2 = c2s k 2 − 4πGρ0 ,

(60)

We note however, that a self-gravitating isothermal cloud cannot have a strictly
uniform density because pressure forces have to compensate
for the gravita√
tional attraction. For a wave number, k, smaller than 4πGρ0 /cs , the waves
cannot propagate and perturbations are exponentially amplified. This threshold leads to the Jeans length,
s
πc2s
,
(61)
λJ =
Gρ0
with the gravitational constant G. Physically
√ this result means that self-gravity
induces a contraction on a time scale of 1/ Gρ0 . Thermal pressure counteracts
this contraction by reestablishing√a uniform density over the time scale of a
sound crossing time, R/cs . If 1/ Gρ0 < R/cs , the thermal pressure cannot
erase fluctuations induced by the gravitational forces before the entire cloud
collapses.
The Jeans mass is simply defined as the mass contained in a volume with
a radius of the Jeans length, λJ , and reads
MJ = 4π/3ρ0 (λJ /2)3
=

π 5/2
c3s
.
6 (G3 ρ0 )1/2

(62)

We note that there is no fundamental justification for this choice within a
factor of a few.
Equation (62) indicates that the Jeans mass decreases with increasing density, assuming an isothermal equation of state. Consequently, during the collapse of a region of a given mass the number of Jeans masses increases as the
collapse proceeds. Hoyle (1953) used this argument to propose the concept of
recursive fragmentation by which a cloud continues to fragment into more and
more condensations as the density increases. However, as shown by eq. (60),
the growth rate of the gravitational instability decreases with increasing k,
(since ω 2 < 0). This means that perturbations at large scales evolve faster
than their small scale counterparts. As a result, the recursive fragmentation
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scenario suffers a timescale problem. A perturbation analysis of the exact solutions of the hydrostatic equilibrium reveals that the growth rate tends to
zero for k → 0 and the fastest growing mode corresponds to a few times the
Jeans length (e.g., Nagai et al. 1998 for layers or Fiege and Pudritz 2000 for
filaments). This solves the aforementioned time scale issue.
Generally, a solution for a cloud to collapse cannot be computed analytically. However, in the limit of spherical cold cloud of uniform density with
a vanishing pressure one can calculate the collapse time exactly, which yields
the free-fall time (see e.g., Lequeux, 2005),
r
τff =

3π
.
32Gρ0

(63)

6.3 The smallest Jeans mass in contemporary molecular clouds
The derivation of the Jeans mass in eq. (62) assumes a barotropic equation of
state (i.e. the pressure is solely a function of density), which includes isothermal
fluids as a particular case, and neglects explicit heating and cooling processes.
The hierarchy of fragmentation as mentioned above in (close to) isothermal
conditions will halt if the gas is so optically thick or the collapse so fast that
the P dV work released during the contraction cannot be radiated away any
more. This limit determines the value of the smallest Jeans mass. We follow
the approach of Rees (1976) and Whitworth et al. (2007) to compute this
mass limit. Two conditions must be fulfilled. The first requires the size of the
condensation, R, to be of the order of the Jeans length as explained above.
The condition R ' λJ leads to
6 G
MJ .
π 2 c2s

R'

(64)

The second condition requires the energy released through gravitational contraction to be efficiently radiated. If this condition is not fulfilled the effective adiabatic index, Γ , will be larger than 4/3 and thermal pressure will
halt the collapse. The heating rate is given by the work of the thermal pressure per unitp
time P dV /dt. For a collpse in approximately freefall, we find
v = dR/dt ' 2GM/R and therefore
dV
d
−P
= −ρc2s
dt
dt



4π 3
R
3



3c2 M
' s
R

r

GM
.
R

(65)

The cooling due to radiative losses in the optically thick regime is given by
(e.g. Mihalas and Mihalas, 1984; Hansen et al., 2004; Whitworth et al., 2007)
L=

4πR2 σT 4
τeff

(66)
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4
where τeff is the effective optical depth and σ = 2π 5 kB
/15h3 c2 the StefanBoltzmann constant. In order to be ravitationally unstable heating and cooling
need to balance,
r
dV
3c2s M GM
4πR2 σT 4
−P
'
'L=
.
(67)
dt
R
R
τeff

Solving for the radius yields

R'

34 52
28 π 12

1/7 

Gh6 c4
8
c12
s mp

1/7

2/7

τeff M 3/7 ,

(68)

where we assume the mean molecular weight to be unity in the sound speed.
Combining the conditions stated by eqs. (64) and (68), we find a characteristic
mass of
 2 2 1/4  3/2
 1/2
5 π
hc
1/2
−2 cs
M'
m
τeff
(69)
p
215 33
G
c
 c 1/2
m3
s
1/2
τeff ,
(70)
' Planck
m2p
c
p
where mPlanck = ~c/G is the Planck mass. The exact numerical factor depends on the detailed assumptions. For an optical depth τeff ' 1, the minimum mass that can collapse of order a few Jupiter masses. Whitworth and
Stamatellos (2006) and Masunaga and Inutsuka (2000) discuss that τ ≥ 1 is
not a necessary condition for collapse although it appears reasonable in this
context.
6.4 Equilibrium configurations
In equilibrium configurations the pressure forces compensate gravitational
forces. These static solutions of the fluid equations are of interest in order
to test numerical codes and perform more rigorous stability analyses than the
Jeans analysis. In some cases they can directly be compared to observations.
The equations of hydrostatic equilibrium assuming an isothermal equation of
state and the Poisson equation read
− c2s ∂X ρ + ρ∂X φ = 0,
1
X D−1

∂X (X D−1 ∂X φ) = −4πGρ.

(71)
(72)

Combining these two equations yields the so-called Lane-Emden equation,


1
4πG
D−1 ∂X ρ
∂X X
= − 2 ρ,
(73)
D−1
X
ρ
cs
with the dimension D and the spatial coordinate X.
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The one-dimensional configuration (D = 1, X is the usual Cartesian coordinate, z) represents the plane-parallel geometry. The analytical solution
of self-gravitating layer has been investigated by Spitzer (1942). In the twodimensional cases corresponding to cylindrical coordinates with D = 2 and
X being the cylindrical radius, the analytical solution of a self-gravitating
filament has been obtained by Ostriker (1964). Both solutions are characterized by a flat density profile near X = 0. At large X the two solutions differ.
Whereas Spitzer (1942) presents an exponential decrease of the density at large
z, Ostriker (1964) finds a profile decreasing as r−4 .
In spherical geometry, where D = 3 and X is the spherical radius, r, the
solutions of eq. (73) are called Bonnor-Ebert spheres (Ebert, 1955; Bonnor,
1956). In general, the equations cannot be solved analytically but must be
obtained numerically. A noticeable exception is the singular isothermal sphere
(SIS) whose density profile is given by ρSIS = c2s /(2πGr2 ). The density profile
of the Bonnor-Ebert sphere is flat in the central part and asymptotes toward
the profile of the singular isothermal sphere at large radii. In order to obtain
a finite radius, the solutions are obtained up to an arbitrarily defined radius,
assuming pressure equilibrium diffuse and warm medium outside the cloud.
A whole family of equilibrium solutions is obtained, which are parameterized
by the density contrast between the central core and the integration edge.
Performing a analysis reveals that solutions with a density contrast smaller
than about 14 are stable, and unstable otherwise.
Stability analyses of self-gravitating layers and filaments have been performed (e.g. Larson 1985, Fiege and Pudritz 2000). Both configurations are
unstable to perturbations with a wavelengths of order the Jeans length. This
suggests that periodically distributed cores or filaments could form through
gravitational instability within self-gravitating filaments and layers. Since the
interstellar medium is not in steady state equilibrium but stirred supersonic
motions, it is difficult to address this paradigm quantitatively. However, qualitatively, spatially approximately periodically distributed cores and filaments
are observed (Dutrey et al., 1991; Takahashi et al., 2013; Palau et al., 2018;
Lu et al., 2018).

6.5 Gravitational collapse
The gravitational collapse of a spherical cloud has been investigated both
analytically and numerically. Analytical models have mainly focused on selfsimilar solutions (e.g. Larson, 1969; Penston, 1969; Shu, 1977; Whitworth
and Summers, 1985) which allow the reduction of the non-linear equations
to simpler ordinary differential equations. These solutions provide easily timedependent density and velocity fields and help to understand the physics of the
collapse. There are two main types of solutions. The one by Larson (1969) and
Penston (1969) describes supersonic infall velocities at large radii (' 3.3cs ).
Contrary, in the solution by Shu (1977) the gas is initially at rest and collapse
evolves inside-out. Starting from the centre in which the protostar forms, A
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rarefaction wave propagates outwards at the sound speed. All self-similar solutions share the property of a constant accretion rate, which is equal to a
few up to several times c3s /G. We note that all solutions are characterized by
a density field proportional to r−2 in the outer part of the cloud and a r−3/2
profile in the central region which has been reached by the rarefaction wave.
Finally, the density in the Larson-Penston solution is about 8 times larger than
the one in the Shu solution at infinite radius.
There are also a few noticeable numerical solutions. Starting from an spherical cloud with initially uniform density Larson (1969) calculates the gas contraction up to the formation of the protostar including a simplified model of
radiative transfer (see also Masunaga and Inutsuka, 2000). The first accretion
shock in his simulation forms at the edge of the thermally supported core.
This core forms when the dust becomes opaque to its own radiation, i.e. at a
density of about 10−13 g cm−3 , and is sometimes called the first Larson core.
A second accretion shock develops at the edge of the protostar at significantly
higher density (' 10−2 g cm−3 ). The model by Foster and Chevalier (1993)
starts with a marginally unstable Bonnor-Ebert sphere. In their solution the
collapse proceeds very slowly in the outer part of the cloud and only develop
subsonic infall motions. Supersonic motions only appear in the inner part of
the cloud, which indeed converges towards the Larson-Penston solution. In the
outer part of the envelope, the density profile remains close to solution of the
SIS. Simulations of triggered collapse have also been investigated by various
authors (e.g. Hennebelle et al., 2003). There, typically faster infall velocities
are reached and densities a few times higher than the ones of the SIS. Contrary
to the self-similar solution, the triggered numerical models all develop strongly
varying accretion rate varies over time.

7 Overview of Stellar Feedback
Stars impact their environment through a range of energetic processes including radiation, magnetically launched outflows, winds, and supernova explosions. This stellar feedback powers a variety of cosmic processes including
heavy element production, evolution of galaxies, reionization of the Universe,
formation of planetary systems and ultimately the prevalence of life.
Stellar feedback acts over a broad range of physical scales, carrying mass,
momentum and energy from stellar scales (∼ au) up to galactic scales (∼
kpc). Unlike the fundamental processes described above, feedback is not a
single physical process but a heterogeneous set of effects that arise from the
messy and energetic life cycle of stars.
In this section, we begin with the feedback from individual stars – protostellar outflows, radiation and winds – and then discuss the collective and
multiplicative effect of feedback when many stars act together. It is instructive
to visualize this progression as a “feedback ladder,” with the various sources
ordered based on their energy and scale of influence (Bally, 2011). We will
begin with the lowest “rung” of the ladder: protostellar outflows.
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7.1 Protostellar Outflows
Stars begin to shape their environment during formation. The process of accretion is surprisingly violent, producing significant radiation (see §7.2) and
flinging mass at velocities of 10s-100s of km/s out to ∼0.1-1 pc from the forming star in an outflow. Outflows form as a result of rotating gas that winds
up the magnetic field lines. Mass coupled to the field is redirected outwards,
carrying away angular momentum and thereby facilitating accretion of lower
angular momentum material. Here we use the term outflow to refer to the
phenomena of collimated mass-loss from young stars, while jet refers to a very
narrowly collimated outflow. The first protostellar outflows were discovered
in molecular emission in 1980 (Snell et al., 1980; Rodriguez et al., 1980) (see
Bally (2016) for a recent detailed review of protostellar outflows). Molecular
outflows, predominately observed in 12 CO and 13 CO are typically associated
with the youngest and most embedded stage of star formation when the young
outflow entrains a significant amount of the surrounding core envelope as it
travels away from the star. The result is that molecular outflows are relatively
slow moving with velocities of a few to 10s of km s−1 and gas temperatures of
10s of K. Older, less embedded young stellar objects are associated with highly
collimated, optical jets, which achieve velocities of 200 km s−1 and commonly
exhibit atomic line and maser emission (Reipurth and Bally, 2001).
It is now accepted that outflows are a fundamental part of the star formation process and a by-product of the formation of stars ranging from brown
dwarfs (Lee et al., 2009; Whelan et al., 2009) to massive stars (Shepherd and
Churchwell, 1996; Zhang et al., 2005; Cyganowski et al., 2008). The ubiquity
of outflows suggests that a universal launching mechanism is at work.
Obscuration by dust and gas during the early stages of star formation
have frustrated high-resolution observational studies of the expected ∼ au
launching region. Consequently, analytic models and numerical simulations
have provided the primary insights into the launching mechanism. Seminal
theoretical work by Blandford and Payne (1982) proposed a general theory
to describe outflow launching in hydro-magnetic accreting systems, ranging
from protostars to active galactic nuclei. In this model, outflows are caused
by magneto-rotational coupling, whereby magnetic fields anchored to rotating accreting gas can centrifugally redirect the gas outwards along open field
lines, accelerating it to high velocities. They derived a minimum critical angle
of 30◦ between the poloidal component of the magnetic field and the rotation
axis for jet launching to occur. Successive work built on these principles to propose models describing outflows from young accreting stars. The “X-Wind”
model developed a formulation for outflows in which the magnetic fields are
anchored near the magnetospherical truncation radius of the disk, i.e. where
the magnetic pressure balances the ram pressure of the accreting material,
which is otherhwise known as the “X-point” (Shu et al., 1988, 1995). Due to
the small launching radius, the predicted velocities are p
expected to be comparable to Keplerian velocity at the stellar surface, vw = GM∗ /r∗ ∼ 100 − 200
km/s with ∼ 30% of accreting material being redirected into a well-collimated
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jet. In contrast, in the “disk-wind” model, the magnetic field lines are anchored
within the disk. and material is launched over a wider range of radii (Pelletier
and Pudritz, 1992). Disk-winds are slower, less well collimated and expected to
eject 10% of accreting material. However, the two mechanisms are not mutually
exclusive. High-resolution ALMA observations find both a wide-angle component and a well-collimated, episodic component (Zhang et al., 2016, 2019),
which suggests both launching mechanisms may be active simultaneously.
Numerical simulations are necessary to progress beyond idealized, stationary axisymmetric MHD outflow models and to explore the impact of initial conditions (Banerjee and Pudritz, 2006; Hennebelle and Fromang, 2008;
Machida et al., 2008; Commerçon et al., 2010; Tomida et al., 2010; Price
et al., 2012; Machida and Hosokawa, 2013). However, the launching velocity
is sensitive to the simulation resolution (Seifried et al., 2012), where ∼ au
resolution is required to produce even slow outflows of 10s of km/s, while R
resolution is required to resolve the launching of the highest velocity material. High-resolution calculations that follow the collapse until the formation
of the second core (protostar) find that outflow launching ensues as soon as
a compact rotating structure forms, leading to a slow outflow of a few km/s
even before the protostar forms (Tomida et al., 2010; Price et al., 2012). Further advances in computing power are necessary to achieve higher resolution,
multi-physics simulations and be able to follow the outflow evolution over star
formation timescales of a few ∼0.1 Myr.
Outflows impact the star formation process and molecular clouds in a variety of ways. They play an important role in setting the efficiency of star
formation (Wang et al., 2010b; Hansen et al., 2012; Federrath et al., 2014;
Tanaka et al., 2017), clearing the natal envelope (Offner and Arce, 2014; Zhang
et al., 2016), driving turbulence both locally (Offner and Arce, 2014; Offner
and Chaban, 2017) and globally (Nakamura and Li, 2007; Carroll et al., 2009;
Wang et al., 2010b; Hansen et al., 2012) and transporting angular momentum
(Bai et al., 2016).

7.2 Radiation
Stars emit a significant amount of radiation while forming. Radiation influences the surrounding gas in three main ways: heating, ionization and dynamics, namely via radiation pressure. The latter two effects are relevant only for
high-mass protostars (M > 10 M ). We discuss the origin of the radiation and
the scope of the impact below.
Origin. During the earliest stages of protostar formation, nuclear processes
have not yet started and gravitational contraction is the source of the energy
ultimately emitted as radiation. During accretion, gas accelerates as it falls
into the gravitational potential well of the star. It slams to a halt on the
stellar surface in a strong accretion shock. The gas kinetic energy is converted
to heat, most of which is radiated away. The resulting accretion luminosity
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can be expressed as (Stahler et al., 1980; Offner and McKee, 2011):
!
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(74)
where M∗ and R∗ are the stellar mass and radius, respectively, Ṁ∗ is the
accretion rate, and facc is an efficiency factor that reflects how efficiently heat
is radiated away. This factor is not well-constrained, since it depends on the
properties of the shock and accretion flow (Ostriker and Shu, 1995), and it is
often assumed that facc '1 (Hartmann et al., 2016). However, this factor is
central to the details of protostellar evolution, radii and inferred ages (Baraffe
et al., 2009; Hosokawa et al., 2011).
As protostars contract along the Hayashi track (the luminosity-temperature
relationship followed by pre-main sequence stars on the Hertzsprung-Russell
diagram) towards the main sequence, they also radiate according to internal processes, including gravitational contraction and deuterium burning. For
low-mass stars, Lint is generally negligible compared to the accretion luminosity. Once nuclear processes begin and accretion starts to decline the intrinsic
luminosity contributes an increasing larger fraction of the total luminosity.
Low-mass stars do not begin to fuse hydrogen until reaching the main sequence, but they fuse deuterium once their central temperatures reach T '
106 K. In contrast, high-mass stars join the main sequence and begin burning hydrogen while still vigorously accreting. For stars with M > 10M , the
intrinsic stellar luminosity exceeds the accretion luminosity even at high accretion rates of Ṁ = 10−4 M yr−1 (Krumholz et al., 2009a).
Heating. The emitted radiation heats the surrounding gas and the gas
temperature declines are
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(75)

where r is the distance from the emitting source. The radiation may be beamed
more asymmetrically in the presence of an accretion disk and outflow cavity, in
which radiation is preferentially escapes in the polar direction where the optical
depth is lower (Yorke and Sonnhalter, 2002; Krumholz et al., 2005; Robitaille,
2011). While the extent of the heating is relatively modest for low-mass stars
it is sufficient to increase the stability of the accretion disk, ultimately shaping
the stellar initial mass function (Offner et al., 2014).

7.3 Stellar Winds
Stars of all masses and ages continuously shed mass in a high-velocity wind.
The high mass-loss rates of winds launched by massive OB-type stars inject
significant momentum and energy into the surrounding gas (Churchwell et al.,
2006), aid in cloud dispersal (Rogers and Pittard, 2013) and help to power
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galaxy evolution (van der Kruit and Freeman, 2011; Hopkins et al., 2018). The
strength and character of stellar winds vary as a function of stellar type and
evolutionary phase, spanning a broad range of physical mechanisms. Winds
are typically described by two fundamental parameters: Ṁw , the mass-loss
rate or mass-loss per unit time, and v∞ , the terminal velocity or wind velocity
far from the star. We review each of the three main wind-driving mechanisms
below.
Gas-Pressure Driven Winds. Coronal winds, such as that of our Sun, are
powered by gas pressure. The wind is launched by an outwardly increasing
temperature gradient ∼ 104 −a few 106 K in the solar photosphere that lifts
mass from the surface (Parker, 1958). All cool stars with effective temperatures Teff . 6, 500 K and a sub-surface convection zone have winds driven by
gas pressure (Lamers and Cassinelli, 1999). This includes main-sequence stars
with spectral types later than F5V or post-main sequence stars with types
F5IV-K1III (Lamers and Cassinelli, 1999). Although coronal winds achieve
terminal velocities of hundreds of km s−1 , the mass-loss rates are quite low,
Ṁ < 10−10 M yr−1 , so the net wind momentum and impact on the surroundings is small.
Radiation-Pressure Driven Winds. O, B, and A-type main-sequence stars,
giants and supergiants emit prodigious amounts of radiation with net photon
momentum that drives mass-loss rates of Ṁ ∼ 10−9 − 10−4 M yr−1 and wind
velocities up to 2,000 km s−1 (Vink et al., 2001). Such winds are known as
“line-driven winds,” since they are mediated by optically thick spectral lines.
The Doppler effect plays a key role: a velocity gradient between the photosphere and outer stellar atmosphere allows redshifted photons to be absorbed
in the outer layers without undergoing significant attenuation by the intervening material thereby contributing to accelerating the outer layers.
The momentum in the wind can be related to the stellar luminosity,
Ṁ v∞ = (L∗ /c)τw ,

(76)

where τw is the wind optical depth (Lamers and Cassinelli, 1999). In the limit
that all photons are absorbed or scattered by the wind, τw = 1. In reality the
wind is driven by a finite number of optically thick lines, Neff , such that the
efficiency of momentum transfer is (Lamers and Cassinelli, 1999):
ηmom = Ṁ v∞ /(L∗ /c) ' Neff v∞ /c,

(77)

which depends on the typical optical depth of the lines. Then the terminal
velocity is v∞ ' c/Neff for Neff non-overlapping lines. Observed velocities of
v∞ ∼ 103 km s−1 attest to the large number of spectral lines contributing to
wind acceleration.
Line-driven winds are sensitive to the stellar metallicity, Z, since wind
acceleration is powered by the absorption and re-emission of UV photons by
heavy ions such as C, N, O, and Fe. Wind mass-loss rates scale as Ṁ ∝
Z m , where m ' 0.7 − 0.8 (Vink et al., 2001; Smith, 2014). The efficiency of
the acceleration also depends on the fractional abundance of metal ions, line
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optical depths and the amount of small-scale density inhomogeneities, which
leads to lower mass-loss rates in early-O and late-type B stars (Lucy and
Solomon, 1970; Smith, 2014).
Luminous, cool stars, namely cool supergiants, exhibit high mass-loss rates;
however, these stars do not have coronae and their winds are not driven by
gas pressure like those of other cool stars. Instead, radiation pressure acts on
small dust grains that form in relatively cool regions above the photosphere
(T . 1500 K) (Smith, 2014). The dust opacities are significantly higher than
spectral line opacities, allowing efficient acceleration. While the mass-loss rates
from such cool stars are relatively high, wind velocities are slow, reaching only
a few 10s of km s−1 .
Magnetically Driven Winds. Low-mass stars, such as F-type and later, have
convective outer envelopes that enable the production of magnetic waves and
magnetic energy transfer. Magnetic fields in concert with rotation can boost
wind mass-loss rates, momentum and energy via “magnetic rotator” winds.
One side effect of magnetically driven winds is that stellar angular momentum is carried away by the wind, such that stars spin-down over time (Weber
and Davis, 1967). The Sun and other low-mass stars have appreciably lower
rotation rates compared to their younger counterparts due to this angular momentum transport mechanism (Kraft, 1967; Bouvier et al., 2014). Magnetic
rotator winds can also act in conjunction with the wind acceleration mechanisms described above, enhancing the wind strength, especially for young
fast-rotating stars (“fast magnetic rotators”) (Lamers and Cassinelli, 1999).
The wind mass-loss rate depends on the magnetic field strength and the
stellar rotation rate, which vary with stellar type and age. Typically, magneticallydriven wind velocities are a few hundred km s−1 .

7.4 Supernovae
Supernovae can be classified into two main types. In thermonuclear supernovae, a white dwarf experiences runaway nuclear burning after being driven
over the Chandrasekhar mass by accretion from a companion star (singledegenerate case) or merging with another white dwarf (double-degenerate
case, Churazov et al., 2014; Diehl et al., 2014; Jha et al., 2019). In core collapse supernovae, the core of a massive star collapses after its main sequence
life (Smartt, 2009). In both cases, typical explosion energies are of the order 1051 erg, as inferred from the typically ejected mass (1M ) and velocity
(10,000 km s− 1) of the ejecta. According to a widely used historical classification dating back to Minkowski (1941) and subsequently refined, thermonuclear
supernovae are mainly of spectral type Ia (no hydrogen lines), whereas core
collapse supernovae are classified as type II (strong hydrogen lines).
Massive stars (> 8 − 9M ) explode as core collapse supernovae, but not all
stars explode (Müller et al., 2016; Ebinger et al., 2019). The theoretical models
indicate certain mass ranges and possibly dependence on other parameters that
determine if a star explodes or collapses to a black hole without explosion.
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Stars with initially several ten solar masses that do explode may sometimes
have high explosion energies, up to several times 1052 erg (Mazzali et al., 2014;
Heesen et al., 2015)

7.5 Cosmic Rays
Cosmic rays (CRs) are high-energy particles with non-thermal spectral energy distributions (Strong et al., 2007; Grenier et al., 2015). Strong shocks can
accelerate particles from the thermal bath to super-thermal energies via diffusive shock acceleration (Axford et al., 1977; Krymskii, 1977; Blandford and
Ostriker, 1978; Bell, 1978; Caprioli and Spitkovsky, 2014; Marcowith et al.,
2016), which makes them the most promising site for CR production. The majority of Galactic CRs are produced by shocks in SN remnants, where approximately 5 − 10 percent of the SN energy can be converted to the high-energy
component (Aharonian et al., 2004, 2006, 2007; Abdo et al., 2011; Ackermann
et al., 2013). This fraction has been constrained using Gamma ray emission,
which is emitted during the interactions of CRs with the gas in the ISM. Stellar winds also provide appropriate conditions for CR acceleration. However,
the total amount of CRs produced by stellar winds is certainly less than that
by SNe (Webb et al., 1985), and the exact number is still a matter of debate.
The composition of CRs reflects to first order the abundances in the ISM with
protons occupying the largest fraction (e.g. Grenier et al., 2015). The energy
distribution ranges from the thermal bath up to particle energies of 1020 eV
(e.g. Zweibel, 2013). Most of the energy is in CR protons at an energy of a few
GeV. Particles with higher energies are much less abundant, the low-energy
counterpart does not carry enough energy per particle. As a result the GeV
protons are the CRs that are dynamically relevant because of two reasons.
They have comparable energy densities to the magnetic, thermal and kinetic
one in the ISM (Ferrière, 2001). In addition the GeV CRs efficiently interact with the magnetic field in the ISM via the streaming instability (Kulsrud
and Pearce, 1969), which heats the ISM (Wiener et al., 2013) and transfers
enough momentum to drive galactic winds (Zweibel, 2017). It is important to
note that the cross section of CRs with the gas in the ISM is very small. The
momentum transfer by direct interactions that lead to Gamma ray emission
are negligible. The dynamical interactions are primarily transferred via the
magnetic field, except for CR energies . MeV. Concerning the transport and
the detailed impact of CRs in the star formation process including the impact
of low-energy CRs on the chemistry we refer the reader to the chapter on CRs
in this volume. Here, we only give a brief outline. Being coupled to the magnetic field results in highly anisotropic transport where the particles mainly
diffuse or stream along the magnetic fields (see e.g. Skilling and Strong, 1976;
Cesarsky and Volk, 1978; Chandran, 2000; Padovani and Galli, 2011; Padovani
et al., 2013). The lack of direct collisions also allows for CRs to move relatively
freely with respect to the gas. Consequently, the energy can be redistributed
independently of the local gas motions.
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With regard to the impact of CRs it is necessary to distinguish between
particles with sub-relativistic energies (∼ MeV), the GeV range, and higher
energies. Low-energy CRs are an important source of heating and ionization in
molecular clouds because their cross section with the thermal gas increases perceptibly (Padovani et al., 2009). They can penetrate deeply into star-forming
regions and provide an effective temperature floor. In addition they directly
influence chemical reaction chains and alter observables in star-forming cores
(Indriolo and McCall, 2013). GeV CRs provide dynamical impact on scales of
& 10 − 100 pc by accelerating via their interaction with the magnetic field and
driving galactic outflows. Energies above ∼ 102 − 103 GeV do not dynamically
alter the star formation process.
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